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The collection of indoor and outdoor climate data from historic buildings throughout
Europe for the determination of the overall range of indoor climate and as an input for
hygrothermal building simulation serves several purposes. Therefore the deliverable
D2.2 is a compilation of documents and thoughts that are the background for the
collection of the climate data and the planning of the measurement campaigns.
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Climate for Culture
Measurement Guideline

Foreword
This document is the internal guideline of the Climate for Culture project for measurements and procedures for the collection of indoor climate data from case study buildings all over Europe. It explains the different levels of case study buildings as they are
defined within the project, in regard to different work packages. For example the basic
measurements that are used to get an overview on typical indoor environment in unheated buildings all over Europe (WP 2.3) are less complex as measurements used for the
calibration and comparison of building simulation tools (WP 3). It also gives a general
introduction for selecting measurement devices for measuring temperature and relative
humidity in regard to response time of sensors and accuracy. For the first phase of the
measurements, a database system from TU Eindhoven will be used to store measured
data from case studies within the project.

Content
Introduction
Operating sequence for all measurement campaigns
How to use the guideline
Background
Case Studies
Building classification
Climate zoning
Data Storage
Climate for Culture website
About safety
How to convert your files
Support
Basic measurement campaign
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Inside measurements
Measurements for building simulation
Measurements for damage functions (in preparation)
Detailed information on microclimate monitoring
Why to measure
The historical climate
Environmental monitoring - data set
Characteristics of the instruments
Sensors for temperature measurements
Sensors for humidity measurements
Ventilation, Leakage and Turbulence
When buying an instrument

Introduction
Operation sequence for all measurement campaigns
Responsible for the particular basic measurements are the partners respectively
the stakeholder onsite, because they know
their buildings best. According to this guideline they should design the measurement
concept for their building(s) and contact the
coordinator for funding and the zone leader
to agree on the suggested concept. The
zone leader should be in close contact with
the WP2.3 leader Henk Schellen in order to
ensure a systematic procedure of the basic
measurements.
More complex measurement campaigns
which are necessary at least for WP3 (building simulation) should be planned, implemented and supervised by our experts on
building physics. Only a few of the case
study buildings are suitable for the simulations.

How to use the guideline
This guideline is a compilation of several documents composed by our experts on
climate measurements. The fact that climate measurements are a complex issue with
various items which are to be considered
is reflected by the structure of this guideline. If you just want to get a short instruction how to proceed with the basic measurements for WP2.3 (see table on page 4)
you have to consider only the red marked
pages of this handbook. Same applies to
the other measurements and more detailed
information on accuracy, transfer functions
etc. This common section on measurement
basics is marked with a purple stripe. So
far this guideline is missing deeper information on measurements for WP2.2, WP4
and WP7 but would be expanded during
the project period.

Communication flow within the measurement campaigns

WP2.3 Leader
overall coordination of the
measurements
Zone Leader
responsible for comparability
of measurements
Coordinator
responsible for funding
measurement equipment
Partner
responsible for measurement
onsite
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Background
Case Studies
According to the Description of Work
(DoW) buildings of outstanding significance should be subject to in depth case
studies providing knowledge in the state of
preservation, interpretation of indoor climate conditions and requirements from a preventive conservation point of view together
with an inventory of the different European/
Mediterranean climatisation strategies.
Various types of historic buildings located in different climate zones and from different time periods are to be investigated
concerning their behaviour due to weather
changes and different utilization. The aim
is an improved assessment of the climatic
functions of historic buildings using whole
building simulation with regard to the dangers for the interior decoration or works of
art and resulting measures to improve the
conditions.
An adequate, basic classification of historic buildings and buildings in which works

of art are preserved is herewith proposed to develop feasible risk management
strategies for European heritage. Hereby
building structure and use as well as the
various climate zones and other significant factors were taken into account. For
assessing the environmental damage and
the evaluation of the various building simulation models representative buildings will
be selected in the course of the project. At
the present state the collection of all the relevant data for the case studies buildings is
still an ongoing process.
The case studies should serve to enhance the knowledge about the complex
cause-effect relationships between use,
indoor and outdoor climate, technological
features and preservation state by examination of the most common types of historic
buildings and the movable cultural heritage
preserved inside in different climates. The
case studies provide the basic data input
for the damage assessment, which will improve knowledge about damage functions
as the first major input for the development

Visualisation of the different types of case studies and their relation to the Work Packages

Task2.4a

WP3

WP2.2

CE

WP7
WP4
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of the analysis and decision support system software.
Data on the most urgent issues and vulnerability gathered in the case studies will
derive from coupling hygrothermal building
simulation with climate change scenarios.
These data will enable to set up new damage functions allowing to estimate the
climate change impact on movable and immovable cultural heritage.
Furthermore the results achieved
through this methodology will be necessary
for calculating the economic impact of climate change induced damage as well as
development of strategies for mitigation of
the climatic impact to cultural heritage, its
preservation and adaptation towards the
climate change induced threats.
The mitigation, adaptation and preservation strategies in turn represent the second
major input to the development of the analysis and decision support system. Further
they will provide an additional input to the
calculation of the economic impact.
It is obvious that the case studies are of
relevance to several work packages and
their objectives. The following table and
the figure visualize how the case studies
are placed within the overall project con-

text: the whole circle marks the entireness
of case studies wherein the information
demand of the respective work package
is located. Only few case studies, as intersections, will fulfil the requirements of all
work packages. Therefore the selection of
information and data should be performed
with a certain depth. Two topics led to the
implementation of a survey with a special
designed, virtual usable questionnaire: the
case study information and data should be
accessible to all project partners and every
work package should use the data to decide which case study could be relevant for
its purposes and tasks.
Building Classification
A basic building classification conduces
to several scopes. It is the background for
developing feasible risk management strategies and the analysis and decision support system. Therefore it has to be clear
and distinct to the end users of the climate
for culture software. Besides it has to be
conceptional for the building simulation
and the generation of the artificial/generic
buildings. Hence only a double-stage building classification covers these demands:
the first step is a simplified building clas-

measurement for

demand

quantity of
case studies

effort
parameters

colour

WP2.3
Task 2.4a

historic indoor climate conditions

many

Simple (T and
rH)

red

WP2.2

surface monitoring

some

WP3

general simulations

some

quite detailed

light green

WP3

common exercises

few

detailed

dark green

WP4

damage functions

WP7

climatisation strat- selected
egies

WP7

implementation of
new strategies
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sification according to the generally admitted categories of buildings and the second
step is the classification according to the
results of the sensitivity analyses of WP3.
Following a practical approach the simplified classification is based on the results
of the questionnaire. Within the survey the
stakeholders had to classify their building
according to the categories: administrative
building, castle, factory, mansion, museum
building, palace, residential building, rural
building, sacred building storehouse and
other. In fact only the categories castle,
mansion, museum building, palace, residential building and sacred building were
chosen. Following this approach it was
possible to reduce the categories in subsuming castles and palaces as well as mansion and residential buildings. This leads
to the categories church, museum, palace and residential. Because of the fact
that there are outstanding monuments that
would not fit into one of the classification
categories a class named outstanding
was introduced (figure 8). These five categories should reflect common associations
with use, building volume, construction as
well as technical equipment (table 1).
A church building is a building or structure whose primary purpose is to facilitate
meeting of people to worship. Traditional
church buildings are often in the shape
of a cross and frequently have a tower
or dome. More modern church buildings
have a variety of architectural styles and
layouts. Church architecture or ecclesiastical architecture refers to the architecture
of buildings of Christian churches. It has
evolved over the two thousand years of the
Christian religion, partly by innovation and
partly by imitating other architectural styles
as well as responding to changing beliefs,
practices and local traditions. In the context
of climate for culture the definition of church also refers to the use: Usually huge, not
air conditioned building volumes that are
heated up for the church services on average once a week.
A museum is a building or institution that
houses and cares for a collection of arti-

facts and other objects of scientific, artistic,
or historical importance and makes them
available for public viewing through exhibits that may be permanent or temporary.
Types of museums vary, from very large
collections to very small museums covering
either a particular location in a general way,
or a particular subject. Categories include:
fine arts, applied arts, craft, archaeology,
anthropology and ethnology, history, cultural history, military history, science, technology, children’s museums, maps, natural
history, numismatics, botanical and zoological gardens and philately.
Apart from the building structure a museum is characterized by its use. A large
number of visitors influence the attempt
to ensure stable climate conditions for the
preservation of works of art. In most cases
climate control is performed with technical
support (HVAC, heating and cooling devices, humidifiers and dehumidifiers, “temperierung”, etc.).
A palace is a large and richly furnished
building, especially a royal residence or the
home of a head of state or some other highranking dignitary. In many parts of Europe,
the term is also applied to relatively large
urban buildings. Many historic palaces are
now put to other uses such as parliaments,
museums, hotels or office buildings. Also
classified in this category is the castle
which is a type of fortified structure built
in Europe and the Middle East during the
Middle Ages. Scholars debate the scope of
the word castle, but usually consider it to
be the private fortified residence of a lord
or noble.
According to the use a palace or castle
is associated with a building of huge volume with thick brickwork which is inhabited
by few persons or as historical monument
open to the public. A large number of visitors influence the indoor climate conditions
but in most cases there is no possibility of
climate control by HVAC systems.
The term residential building refers to
a building used or designed to be used in
whole or in part for residential purposes.
The Climate for Culture project summa-
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rizes under this category comparatively
small buildings that are or were occupied
by some inhabitants. Also mansions are
classified in this category because they
once were used as residential buildings
even if they are today mostly put to other
uses such as exhibition places or museums.
The artificial or generic buildings will
be generated from the case studies in order to represent a statistical profile of historic sites. The second step is to develop a
scientific classification based upon the sensitivity analysis of these artificial buildings.
The idea is to come up with profound conclusions about how building envelope parameters are influencing the indoor climate
which again is influenced by the outdoor
climate changes. Following this artificial or
generic building approach the classification
of buildings has to focus on parameters like
for example thickness of the wall, windowto-wall ratio, surface-area-to-volume ratio
and heat transfer coefficients. How these
parameters have to be balanced and rated,
this will be one of the results of the sensitivity analyses. By simplifying the real
case study buildings and filtering the important influences, the interdependence of
the different parameters can be examined.
Therefore this second, more scientific classification has to deal only with parameters
based on numbers and not building types.
The future goal of Climate for Culture is
to improve and differentiate the simplified
building classification by types step by step
with the relevant parameters of the building
envelope.

Climate Zoning
Existing climate classifications are mostly dealing with vegetation growth, and are
therefore not at all adequate for the investigation of the interaction between outdoor
climate and indoor climate and the influence of the building envelope as well as
their correlation to damages to the works
of art. A more appropriate way of climate
zoning has to take into account the indoor
target criteria that are responsible for the
damages observed on the works of art.
Due to the fact that the damage functions
are part of the project results of WP4 on
one hand and the current need for defined
climate zones on the other hand, a preliminary climate zoning should be performed
according to the most important and commonly agreed target criteria: relative humidity and temperature. The climate zoning
is steering the further collection of case
studies and historic climate data. Therefore
the preliminary climate zoning was performed roughly as a first step which now has
to undergo further refining and discussion.
The existing climate zoning is also a
practical approach to start with the basic
climate measurements. Since it is necessary to organize the measurement campaign
Europe was split in four zones according to
the climate zoning and some practical aspects.

Table with zones and the respective zone leaders

Zone

Zone Leader

Partner

I

North

Jan Holmberg

Haftcourt

II

Central Europe

Ralf Kilian

FRAUNHOFER

III

North Atlantic

Henk Schellen

TUE

IV

Mediterranean

Dario Camuffo

CNR-ISAC
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Climate Zoning according to RH and T, Baseline 1960 - 1989

Practical climate Zoning for basic measurement with repect of to frontiers and reachability of sites for suppliers of measurement equipment.
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Data storage
Those partners who already have existing („historic“) climate data should upload
this data on the database from TU Eindhoven (TUe). This is an interim solution since
the Climate for Culture database from Kybertec is still in preparation. In the long run,
all information on the case studies (questionnaire data and climate data (old and
new)) shall be available on this Climate for
Culture database. Every partner is responsible for uploading his climate data. The following short guide prepared by TU Eindhoven explains how to use the TUe website.
Climate for Culture website guide
This is a guide for the use of the Climate for Culture part of the Physics of Monuments website (as can be found on www.
monumenten.bwk.tue.nl/Climate_for_Culture). This guide is also available online.

What can this website do for you?
This website runs a database containing measurement data of many projects.
This data can be retrieved in .txt or .mat
format for further research, but also a lot
of graphical output can be created in order
to quickly assess your data (or data from
other projects). “Export data” shows you
how to export data into .txt or .mat format.
“Create various plots” shows the types of
graphs that can be made online.
Export data
Data can be exported in 2 formats:
• .txt format
• .mat format
The .txt format can be opened in Microsoft Excel, Notepad, Textpad, Word
and many other programs. The .mat format is especially suited for Matlab (by MaExample of an exported
data file in .txt-format

Example of an exported
data file in .mat-format
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thworks). Both formats allow you to store
data, make your own calculations or to
create other forms of output.
You can create these output files using
the T & RH Time Plot (for combined T and
RH sensors) or the Temperature Time Plot
(for temperature sensors only).
Create various plots
The output consists of several types of
plots. This page gives an example of each
plot. More information is available in the
plot generators in each project. You are allowed to modify the plots online; see the
online help for all the options.
In case you have another type of output
you wish to make available for all members
of the European project, please contact the
subtask leader of work package 2.3 (Henk
Schellen).

Example of a T & RH Time Plot
Example of Temperature Time Plot

Example of a T & RH Climate Evaluation Chart

Example of a T & RH
ASHRAE Plot
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What is required from you?
This website provides a service to many
users. Therefore it is required that you supply your data using the following steps:
1. “Register yourself” shows you how to
register on this website.
2. “Register your project” lets you create
your own new project.
3. “Upload a picture of your project” allows you to select your own photo to
identify your project.
4. “Upload the measurement setup of
your project” shows you how to make
sure your data is interpreted correctly.
5. “Upload data files” for your project to
keep the database up-to-date.

1. Register yourself
You register for this website as follows:
• go to www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl
• click on the „create new account“ link
in the right margin
• you are asked to fill in the following information:
• username: choose your own username
• password: choose a password you
can remember
• confirm password: re-enter your
password just to be sure
• email: fill in your email address
• security question: pose yourself a
question (in case you forget your
password)
• security answer: answer your question (in case you forget your password)
• click on the „create user“ button
• you are also asked to fill in more information about yourself. This is optional.
• click on the „finish“ button
In the right margin you see „Hello“ followed by your username. This means that registration was successful. You also receive
an email confirming your registration.

Screendump of www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl (website Physics of Monuments)
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2. Register your project
After registering yourself (see step 1) you
can register one or more projects:
• go to www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl
• if you are not logged in, please do so
• click on „Climate for Culture“ in the
menu on the left or at the bottom of the
page.
• you are asked to fill in the following information:
• project name: fill in the (English)
name of your project
• project city: fill in the name of the
village or town your project is located in
• project country: select the country
of your project
• click on the „register project“ button
• you see „Project registered“ appear.

3. Upload a picture of your project
After you registered your project (see
step 2) and the website manager contacted
you by email about your registration, you
can find your project in the lists of projects
on the Climate for Culture part of this website:
• go to www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl
• if you are not logged in, please do so
• click on „Climate for Culture“ in the
menu on the left or at the bottom of the
page.
• click on the picture of your project. This
picture looks like this:

Now you receive an email confirming
your project registration. After your project is created you receive an email from
the website manager inviting you to upload
your data.
Image associated with a new project

Main page ‘Climate for Culture’ on www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl
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Now you see a page which contains
links to the measurement setup and various plots. In the right margin you (only you,
since you are the manager of this project)
see 3 buttons for uploading data, a setup
and a picture.
• click on „Upload Jpg“ in the right margin.
• you see the current picture that is associated with your project.
• click the „browse“ button to select a
.jpg file on your computer (preferably
200 pixels wide and 150 pixels high)
• click on the „Upload Jpg“ button.
• you see „image uploaded successfully!“ appear.
Once you refresh this page or when you
go back to Climate for Culture and refresh
the page you see that the picture you just
uploaded is now associated with your project.

4. Upload the measurement setup of
your project
After you registered your project (see
step 2) and the website manager contacted
you by email about your registration, you
can find your project in the lists of projects
on the Climate for Culture part of this website.
• go to www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl
• if you are not logged in, please do so
• click on „Climate for Culture“ in the
menu on the left or at the bottom of the
page.
• click on the picture of your project
• click on „Upload Pdf“ in the right margin
• you see a link to the current .pdf file
associated to your project
• click the „browse“ button to select a
.pdf file on your computer
• click on the „Upload Pdf“ button
• „file uploaded successfully“ appears
on the page. When clicking the link to
the measurement setup you can view
the file you just uploaded.

Overview of a project; the middle part shows links to the measurement setup and various plot types; the
right part shows 3 upload links (only for the manager of the project)
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• click on the picture of your project
• click on „Upload Txt“ in the right margin
• you see a table showing all files uploaded for your project
• click the „browse“ button to select a .txt
file on your computer
• click on the „Upload Txt“ button
• „file uploaded successfully“ appears
on the page. The table is updated and
contains the newly uploaded file.

To be able to construct a database and
make the data interpretable for other users,
you should upload a .pdf file that contains:
• a table containing
• Column number in data file
• Sensor ID
• Physical quantity e.g. temperature
• Unit e.g. ºC
• Position description e.g. attic
• Floor plan(s) indicating sensor positions
5. Upload data files for your project
After you registered your project (see
step 2) and the website manager contacted
you by email about your registration, you
can find your project in the lists of projects
on the Climate for Culture part of this website.
• go to www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl
• if you are not logged in, please do so
• click on „Climate for Culture“ in the
menu on the left or at the bottom of the
page.

The format currently available are:
• a Hanwell formatted file
• an Eltek formatted file
• an Escort formatted file
• a Humbug formatted file
Most measurement equipment save their
files to some other extension (.csv, .z01
etc.) instead of .txt. You can easily change
the extension by renaming your file using
Windows Explorer (make sure ‘show file
extensions’ is turned on).
You can either upload one file containing
all your data of upload several smaller files.
The files you upload are converted once a

Example of a .pdf measurement setup file
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day; all files uploaded are converted simultaneously.
The name of the .txt-files should contain
a number in such a way that sorting the
files alphabetically results in a continuous
data file. An example of numbering is the
date: Amerongen_20100101.txt, Amerongen_20100102.txt etc.
The number of formats available will increase in due time. All formats currently
supported are described in detail on the
website. In the following example files are
included.
Hanwell formatted file
A Hanwell file should contain:
• a header consisting of 2 lines:
• first line contains description and
physical quantity
• second line is empty
• data lines, each line consisting of:
• date and time (DD/MM/YYYY
hh:mm), mind the space in between
year and hour
• measured values corresponding to
the date and time
Example of a .txt data file in Hanwell format, comma delimited:
04/01/2010 18:00,-1,80.8
04/01/2010 19:00,-1.8,83.3
This .txt-file should be comma-delimited;
each line should end with a return. In case
values are missing, a space needs to be
filled in.
Eltek formatted file
An Eltek formatted file should contain:
• a header consisting of 2 lines:
• first line contains description and/or
physical quantity
• second line contains units
• data lines, each line consisting of:
• date (MM/DD/YY) in between quotation marks (“)
• time (hh:mm:ss) in between quotation marks (“)
• measured values corresponding to
the date and time
18

Example of a .txt data file in Eltek format,
tab delimited:
„06/20/02“ „12:30:00“ 20.2 42.6
„06/20/02“ „12:45:00“ 20.5 43.5
This .txt-file should be tab-delimited;
each line should end with a return. In case
values are missing, „No Data“ needs to be
filled in (including the quotation marks).
Escort formatted file
An Escort formatted file should contain:
• a header consisting of 13 lines:
• first line contains description and/or
physical quantity
• second line contains units
• data lines, each line consisting of:
• time (hh:mm:ss DD/MMM/YYYY)
(mind the space in between time
and date)
• measured values corresponding to
that date and time
Example of a .txt file in Gent format (tab
delimited; in Dutch):
Database Valid
Sensor: Thermistor/RH
Style:
Stand-Alone
Serial No: 0210-00097
Data Starts:
00:00 11/feb/2010
Data Ends:
00:00 13/mrt/2010
No. of Readings: 2554
15:40:00 11/feb/2010
…
15:50:00 13/mrt/2010
Average 8,0
59,6
Minimum 6,2
26,0
Maximum 16,3 81,5
S.D. 1,3
10,8
MKT
8,1
---- END OF DATA ----

16,3

26,9

15,9

37,1

This file is tab delimited; each line ends
with a return.
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Important in all file formats
In all formats it is vital that you use the
same name for the header (Hanwell, Eltek)
or serial number (Escort) in all subsequent
uploads. These names are used to determine whether a new position name needs
to be created or that a name already exists
and the data can be added to the previous
data.

• save the adjusted file to a .txt file and
upload this .txt file
Support
This guide was prepared by Marco Martens from the Technical University Eindhoven. For questions and support please
contact Henk Schellen or Marco Martens.

About safety
The data you upload to the website is treated confidentially and will not be sent to
others.
The data is only visible for other members of the European project „Climate for
Culture“. Only the example project is accessible for the world.
The database your data is uploaded to
can only be accessed directly by this website, not by any other applications, to provide maximum safety.
You remain responsible for storage and
backup of your project data; this website is
not a backup facility.
How to convert your files
It is important that the files you upload
match one of the available formats. You
can modify your files if needed. The following steps might be of help:
• check the types of output your measurement equipment is able to create by
opening some exported file types with
a text editor
• check the available types of formats
(on the website www.monumenten.
bwk.tue.nl)
• convert your file to the type that resembles your original file the most
• use a text editor to open your original
file (like Wordpad, Notepad or TextEdit)
• use ‘find and replace’ to change the file
to match the desired format
• hint: you cannot type a ‘tab’ or ‘return’
character in the ‘find and replace’ text
field directly. But you can select a ‘tab’
or ‘return’ in your file, press ‘copy’ and
paste it into the ‘find and replace’ text
field
Contributions by TUe, Fraunhofer, Haftcourt and Doerner
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Basic measurement campaigns
For the basic measurement campaign
(Task 2.4.a) it was decided to measure
temperature (T) und relative humidity (RH)
in nearly unheated, simple structered buidlings. Therefore at least three dataloggers
should be used for the measurement: one
outside and two dataloggers inside by redundance (means in close distance).
Outside measurements
Sometimes it is not possible to install
a weather station or stevenson screens.
Then there is the possibility to use the data
from meteorological stations nearby the
site. For example:
• www.allmetsat.com
• www.weatherlink.com

Inside measurements
Position of dataloggers
The aim is to measure the inside climate
conditions in the middle of the room at a
central position at a height of at minimum
two meters. Some practical hints may help
to define the position of the dataloggers:
• the datalogger should be accessible to
offload the data
• height should be at minimum two meters
• no third person should be able to remove the datalogger (visitors)
• no direct sunlight
• dataloggers should be placed in distance to heating sources
• they should not be nearby an air outlet,
mobile humidifiers or dehumidifiers or
other climatisation devices
• dataloggers should not be installed in
airflows

Screenshot of a online available map with weather stations distributed over Europe.
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Data recording
Concerning the basic climate measurements for Climate for Culture a recording
interval of 15 minutes is necessary to get at
least an observation of the indoor climate
of the room. Note that for other measurement purposes a more frequent recording
interval could be necessary depending on
the local conditions and the intended aim of
the climate measurement.
Data loggers should be off loaded quarterly. As the data loggers are in situ at
measuring points you have to take them
down and off load them. At the same time
you can compare the data loggers and sort
out units that do not perform accurately in
the test box. The alternative is to bring your
PC to every measuring point.
All brands of data loggers on the market
offer software for configuring, viewing and
analysis of data. Offloaded data can normally be presented either as a summary or
in detailed, configurable graphical or tabular views. Data is presented graphically by
default with navigation possibilities to zoom
in and to scroll through the readings. Axes
can be rescaled.
The question of a logbook
Besides the outdoor climate, indoor activities of different kinds will influence the
indoor climate. To keep track we recommend writing a daily logbook for the area
where measurements are ongoing. It may
be worthwhile to register daily the number
of visitors, if the doors are closed or open, if
windows are closed or open, the position of
window curtains and of dampers in fireplaces etc. Sometimes even house keeping
activities like cleaning is clearly registered
by the instruments.

Calibration of instruments
Measurements must be performed with
instruments periodically calibrated. Most
brands are calibrated in batch at factory to
meet the factories given specifications. Requirements for calibration of temperature
measurement instruments are given in EN
15758 and the same principles are valid
for relative humidity measurement instruments.
However, this paper proposes a more
simple and practical proceeding. We recommend that when data loggers which
meet the given specification are purchased,
about 10% of them should be delivered
with traceable calibration certificate. Traceable to a national standard. For further
information contact the respective euqipment supplier responsoble for your zone or
the zone leader. Calibration points can be
for t: 0 and 30 ºC and for RH: 20 and 80%
at 25 ºC.
Before a measuring campaign starts, put
all data loggers in a box for 24 hours and
then compare the readings. Repeat that
procedure at the end of the campaign or
when the data loggers are collected for off
loading.
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Steps towards your measurement
Plan the measurement
• Design a measurement programm with
one datalogger outside and two dataloggers by redundance at a minimum
height of two meters
• Draw a plan with the positions of the
dataloggers
• Collect all important information on the
building and its structure
• Prepare a Logbook
Contact the zone leader
• Send the measurement programm and
plan to your zone leader. He will give
you guidance and advice for your measurements
• Describe which equipment you need
(the zone leader collects all enquieries and informs the coordinator which
equipment is needed)
• After you got the approval from the
zone leader you can order the equipment from the supplier responsible for
your zone
Start the measurement
• Install the dataloggers according to the
developed strategy
• Run the measurement for 13 month
• Accompany the measurement and ensure the correct operation of the measurement equipment
• Offload the dataloggers quarterly
• Keep the logbook recordings up to date
Finish the measurement
• Remove the dataloggers
• Upload the measured climate data on
the database together with the information on the building and the available plan material
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Advanced measurements for simulation
Outdoors
Air temperature
Location
North side of building
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Shielded
		
eventually meteorological 		
		
station

Driving rain
Location
Wall 4 directions
Interval
Continuous/
		
10 minutes mean values

Relative Humidity
Location
North side of building
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Eventually meteorological 		
		
station

Heat flux
Location
Interval

Wind
Location
Interval
		
Comments
		

Net radiation
Location
Horizontal plane/roof
Interval
10 - 30 minutes

10 m above ground level
Continuous/
10 minutes mean values
Eventually meteorological 		
station

Irradiation sun
Location
horizontal plane/roof
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Eventually meteorological 		
		
station
Rain
Location
		
Interval
		
Comments
		
		

Vertical rain on horizontal
plan/ground level
Continuous/
10 minutes mean values
Eventually meteorological 		
station
Protected against wind

Northern wall
10 - 30 minutes

Infrared radiation temperature
Location
External envelope
Interval
Winter/Summer
Comments Infrared thermal image

Moisture in walls
Location
Waa 4 directions
Interval
Winter/Summer		

Wall temperature
Location
Wall 4 directions
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
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Indoors
Air temperature
Location
middle of the room, 1,5 m
above the floor
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Vertical distribution
		
depending on height and
		
mixing
Relative Humidity
Location
Middle of the room, 1,5 m
above the floor
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Wall temperature
Location
Wall 4 directions
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Heat flux
Location
Interval

Northern wall
10 - 30 minutes

Infrared radiation temperature
Location
External envelope
Interval
Winter/Summer
Comments Infrared thermal image
Moisture in walls
Location
Waa 4 directions
Interval
Winter/Summer		
U-value windows
Location
Nothern window

Measurements for basic simulations
Outdoors
Air temperature
Location
North side of building
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Shielded
		
eventually meteorological 		
		
station
Relative Humidity
Location
North side of building
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Eventually meteorological 		
		
station
Wall temperature
Location
one direction
Interval
10 - 30 minutes

Indoors
Air temperature
Location
middle of the room, 1,5 m
above the floor
Interval
10 - 30 minutes
Comments Vertical distribution
		
depending on height and
		
mixing

g-value windows
Location
Southern window

Relative Humidity
Location
Middle of the room, 1,5 m
above the floor
Interval
10 - 30 minutes

Air exchange rate
Location
building
Interval
once

Wall temperature
Location
Wall 4 directions
Interval
10 - 30 minutes

Air tightness
Location
building
Interval
once

Air exchange rate
Location
building
Interval
once

HVAC operations

HVAC operations
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How to measure
Parameter
Air temperature

Type of Sensor(s)
PT100/thermistor

Reference
Camuffo, D. 1998. Microclimate for
Cultural Heritage. Developments in
Atmospheric Science 23. p. 315-333.

Mean radiant tempera- Black bulb temperature
ture
RH
Capacitive

Camuffo, D. 1998. Microclimate for
Cultural Heritage. Developments in
Atmospheric Science 23. p. 341-352.
Wind speed/direction
Ultrasonic anemometer Camuffo, D. 1998. Microclimate for
Cultural Heritage. Developments in
Atmospheric Science 23. p. 363-372.
Wall temperature
Contact PT100/thermis- Camuffo, D. 1998. Microclimate for
tor
Cultural Heritage. Developments in
Atmospheric Science 23. p. 333-335.
Infrared surface tempe- Infrared thermographic Camuffo, D. 1998. Microclimate for
rature
camera
Cultural Heritage. Developments in
Atmospheric Science 23. p. 335-339.

Air exchange

Air tightness
Rain

Driving rain

Irradiation sun
Heat flux
g-value
Moisture in walls
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Camuffo, D. and Fernicola, V. 2010.
How to measure temperature and relative humidity
Instruments and instrumental problems. In: Basic environmental mechanisms affecting cultural heritage.
Gas analyser/CO2 sen- Presentation Short Course on Microsor/tracer gas source/ climate Modelling Padua, p. 652-660
sink
Blower door??
Presentation Short Course on Microclimate Modelling Padua, p. 633-651
Rain gauge with tipping- Microclimate for Cultural Heritage.
bucket
Developments in Atmospheric Science 23. Chapter 13 p. 381-384.
driving rain gauge
Microclimate for Cultural Heritage.
Developments in Atmospheric Science 23. p. 381-390.
Pyranometer
Heat flux device
Pyranometer
indoors/
outdoors
M i c r o w a v e ? / c a l c i u m Camuffo, D. 1998. Microclimate for
carbid/time domain re- Cultural Heritage. Developments in
flectometer/capacitive/? Atmospheric Science 23. Chapter 11
p. 353-361.
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Detailed information on microclimate monitoring
This part of the Climate for Culture measurement guideline is based on the Short Course
on Microclimate Monitoring organized by Dario Camuffo, Chiara Bertonlin, Claudio Cocheo and Vito Fernicola held in Padua Italy from 18 to 22th of October 2010. The aim of
the short course was to train young scientists participating the project Climate for Culture
on microclimate monitoring in the field of Cultural Heritage.
The following section is a brief summary of the profound material distributed by Dario
Camuffo and his institution and should provide basic knowledge against the background
of the measurement camapings that will be performed in the project.
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Why to measure?
Each monitoring provides sets of data. If
monitoring has been accurately planned in
order to sample some key data to recognize a specific process this set of data may
solve our problem. However, even if data
are correctly taken with good instruments
and following a precise standardized protocol, but outside any specific investigation plan, they constitute a mere sampling
exercise deprived of any usefulness. Why,
how, where, when to measure the microclimate variables. Monitoring is only a ring of
the long chain of which any investigation is
composed. If the ring is not appropriately
linked, or sized, the entire chain will fail.
Air temperature and humidity measurements should be part of an global plan for
environmental diagnostics and improvement. Air temperature and humidity measurements should be carried out by well trained specialists capable of investigating the
actual environmental conditions in order to
avoid any perturbation or bias caused by
operational errors or inappropriate choice
of sampling conditions, inappropriate
choice of sensors or the use of instruments
not having the characteristics required for
the problem. In the absence of simultaneous measurements concerning the surface
temperature of the objects, readings of air
T and RH are irrelevant. Should we preserve the air or the objects? How can we know
what is happening to our object if we disregard to monitor them?
Any measurement should be representative of the truth we want to monitor, removing all the disturbing factors that may
affect the readings. A disturbing factor is infrared radiation (IR) which brings external
heat to the sensor, with the result that the
sensors overestimate T and underestimate
relative humidity (RH). Any control of the
room temperature or humidity level based
on inputs affected by errors may lead to
unpredictable, risky conditions. Particular care should be taken to shield the air
temperature and relative humidity sensors
from direct radiation sources, e.g. direct soContribution by CNR-ISAC

lar radiation, incandescent lamps or radiant
heaters. Screens should be made of reflecting materials and should have adequate
natural or forced ventilation as described
e.g. in EN ISO 7726. Another common
source of error is that instruments should
have reached equilibrium with the environment before sampling. Every instrument
needs some specific time to reach equilibrium and this may be in conflict with some
relevant short-term happenings, e.g. room
cleaning and window opening, intermittent
heating. Peaks or drops in T or RH may be
very risky for preservation. A slow response instrument (although with a fast sensor)
may cut-off them, providing a smooth diagram leaving totally obscure the risk. We
will see later that a synergism between two
response times might generate bias and
misleading outputs.

The Historical Climate
Definition of historical climate
Climatic conditions in a microenvironment where a cultural heritage object has
always been kept, or has been kept for a
long period of time (at least one year) and
to which it has become acclimatized.
(EN 15757:2010. Conservation of Cultural
Property — Specifications for temperature
and relative humidity to limit climate-induced mechanical damage in organic hygroscopic materials. CEN/TC 346)
The Historical Microclimate (HMC)
The climate conditions in the microenvironment where a cultural heritage object
has always been kept, or has been kept for
a long period of time and has acclimatized
to it. Acclimatisation may imply fractures to
respond to the microclimate variability. To
depart from the HMC is risky as objects are
exposed to large internal stresses never
experienced before. Key questions are:
• How can we determine the HMC?
• Which is the Target Level (TL)?
• Which is the Tolerable Band of Variability (TBV)?
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Environmental monitoring – data
set
Evidence of for historical climate or the
study confirming that there has been no
change should be based on a programme
of environmental monitoring conducted
over a period of at least one year. If long
term records are available only whole multiples of the calendar year should be used.
These statistics constitute the data set on
which calculations should be based. Sampling intervals should be one hour or less,
in order to respond to the time scale and
the dynamics of the phenomena under investigation; so that the shortest fluctuation
of interest is well documented. The proposed analysis can be universally applied to
both natural climates in buildings with no
HVAC and to artificial climates in buildings
where HVAC are operated. If, however, any
influence has been documented to disturb
excessively the climate, the target climate
should be derived from the records for the
periods without this influence.

Calculation of the target values
Average level
This level is determined as the arithmetic mean of the RH readings, i.e. sum of all
observed levels divided by the number of
observations.
The first useful reference is the yearly average. The second is the series of
monthly averages. The seasonal cycle
(see below) interpolates the series of
monthly averages.
Seasonal cycle
This cycle is obtained by calculating, for
each reading, the central moving average
(MA) which is the arithmetic mean of all
the RH readings taken in a 30 day period
composed of 15 days before and 15 days
after the time at which the average is computed. For this reason, the 15 first and the
15 last days in the sampling have not a
sufficient set of data around them for such
calculation. Therefore, if a moving average
is requested for a whole calendar year, the
sampling period should be extended by 15
+ 15 = 30 days and monitoring should cover a 395 day period in total.

The example of a Church with occasional heating = RH drops
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Short-term fluctuations
A fluctuation is calculated as a difference
between a current RH reading and a 30day Moving Average calculated for that
reading. Thus it takes into account both the
natural seasonal variability and the stress
relaxation time constant of the materials.
Determination of the target range
When the RH is stable there is no need
to change the environment. If RH is unstable, the lower and upper limits of the target
range of RH fluctuations are determined as
the 7th and 93rd percentiles of the fluctuations recorded in the monitoring period,
respectively. A percentile is the value of a
variable below which a certain percent of
observations fall. So the 20th percentile is
the value (or score) below which 20 percent of the observations may be found. The
50-percentile lies in the mid of the distribution to which objects have acclimatized and
is a totally safe area.

Suppose to order all the readings (e.g. T,
RH, or any other variable) from the smallest
to the largest value (also named “score”).
Suppose they are 100 or normalized to 100.
The X-percentile is the value of the reading
occupying the X position. The 16-ile is the
value below which the16% of the (smallest)
readings may be found. The 50-ile lies in
the mid of the distribution. If the distribution
is symmetrical, the 50-ile is the average of
the values in the distribution. The 84-ile is
followed by the 16% of the (largest) readings. In a Gaussian Distribution the 16-ile
and 84-ile correspond to +1 Standard Deviation (ST DEV), respectively.
In the Gaussian, all readings are ordered
from the smallest to the largest one. The
frequency of readings increases approaching the average, which is coincident with
the median, and decreases going away
from it. The maximum corresponds to the
average, in the middle, i.e. 50% of the remaining readings are smaller, and 50%
A percentile is the value
of a variable below which
a certain percent of observations fall.

A percentile is the value
of a variable below which
a certain percent of observation fall
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larger. The average is exactly the central
value, the 50th percentile, i.e. 50-ile. So
the 16-ile is the score below which 16% of
the observations may be found and corresponds to -1StDev; the 84-ile to +1StDev.
If the fluctuations follow a Gaussian distribution, these limits correspond to - 1,5
and + 1,5 Standard Deviation (SD), respectively.
For any distribution, the 7th or 93rd percentiles are obtained by ordering the fluctuations from the lowest value to the highest one and selecting the values below
which 7th or 93rd percent of observations
are found, respectively. In this way 14 %
of the largest, most risky fluctuations are
excluded, the cuts being equally applied
to peaks and drops in RH, causing excessively moist or dry environments. The
50-percentile lies in the mid of the distribution to which objects have acclimatized and
is a totally safe area. The 50-ile of one year
sampling is suggested as the Target Level
(TL). In their life, objects have experienced
many times internal stress corresponding
to the environmental variability ranging +
1.5 Standard Deviation (SD) from the average, which means in the range between
the 7th and the 93rd percentiles.
Fluctuations not exceeding the 7th-93rd
belt are tolerable (TBV). Large fluctuations
extending outside this interval have been
rare (exceptional) and may have started
some internal microcracking but not yet
concluded a macroscopic fracture. Large
fluctuations going outside this range should
be considered potentially dangerous.
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Establishing the tolerable band of variability from
the standard deviation

Establishing a Fluctuation from de-trended readings and comparing it
with the Tolerable Band
of Variability

An examples of Percentiles of Daily RH Cycles
in the Church of Rocca Pietore and Heating
Operations. Gray area is
outside the natural range. Dots refer to warmair heating operations.
They exceed the natural
variability.

Green Area: the band of
EN 15757 allowed variability, lying between the
7th and 93rd percentiles
of the natural variability.
The warm-air heating
operations fall within the
risk area, and the wooden statues are suffering
damage.
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However, if the the above procedure determines that RH fluctuations should depart
by less than 10% from the seasonal RH level, the calculated limit is considered unnecessarily strict and should be disregarded.
The 10% RH threshold should be accepted
instead.

Characteristics of the Instruments. The main practical needs
The main critical factors to consider when
choosing a RH sensor for routine room microclimate control or special monitoring
campaign are:
• Accuracy
• Precision and Repeatability
• Time of Response of the sensor and
probe
• Sensor and Probe Size
• Shield against solar or IR radiation from
hot sources or incandescence lamps
Definitions
Accuracy
the degree of closeness of measurements
of a quantity to its actual (true) value. (Suggested: +1% RH)
Precision
also called reproducibility or repeatability,
is the degree to which repeated measurements under unchanged conditions show
the same results (Suggested: +0.1% RH)
Repeatability
variability of the measurements obtained
by one person while measuring the same
item, with the same instrument, repeatedly.
(Suggested: +0.1% RH)
Sampling Time
is the time interval between two readings.
It should be chosen to correctly monitor
the environmental phenomena and their
frequency domain, and taking into account
the instrument characteristics (e.g. response time).
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Response Time of the sensor,
or the instrument, is the time needed to
reach equilibrium. Each reading reproduces (e.g. T), or reflects (e.g. RH), the thermal level of the sensor, which needs some
time to reach equilibrium with the air (or the
target surface).
Each reading provides an information
about the variable (e.g. T) when we do our
sampling. However, this might be the instantaneous value of T or a value representative of its average over the last X seconds
before each sampling.
The averaging time is established on the
data recorder in order to store only averaged readings calculated over a selected
interval. The averaging time should be
equal or greater than the response time of
the sensor and at least 2 or 3 times shorter
than the fastest fluctuation we wish to monitor.
Sampling is regulated by statistical laws
(e.g. aliasing, Nyquist sampling rate, see
later).
In general, high-frequency sampling is
not crucial. Temperature fluctuations will
be well documented. However, this may be
a problem for the log capacity to that may
become full of readings in a short; another
problem is the handling of data with Excel
that has a limited number of cells to manage.
Low-frequency sampling rate may be
crucial, because we may miss important
short-lived phenomena or short-term fluctuations. Sampling frequency, averaging
time and instrument time constant should
be accurately considered.
If you have a fast sensor and you wish
to have averaged data representative of a
certain time interval, you can operate as
follows:
• from a too frequent sampling, you can
calculate averages from your readings
• apply an exponential decay or a 		
smoothing filter to the output
• increase the response time of the temperature sensor, e.g. adding a mass of
bee wax around it.
Contribution by CNR-ISAC

A common source of error is that instruments should have reached equilibrium
with the environment before sampling.
Any instrument needs some specific time
to reach equilibrium. The “response time”
is defined as the time interval between the
instant when the measure is subjected to
an abrupt change and the instant when
the response of the measuring instrument
reaches and remains within specific limits
around its final steady value.
Suppose that the environmental Variable (blue) has a step change from the initial
Level1 to the final Level 2. The instrument
Output (red) will follow it with a certain delay, until it will reach the correct value after some long time (see upper figure this
page). Now we consider an arbitrarily chosen fraction of the difference between the
initial and the final level, e.g. 63% of the
difference. We define “response time” (RT)
the time interval between the instant when
the variable had an abrupt change and the
instant when the output reaches 63% of the
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difference. The response time is typically
expressed as the time needed to reach
1/e = 63.2 % of the final values and, in this
case, it is called “time constant”, where e
is the Neper Number i.e. e = 2.7182818…
Other frequently used response time parameters correspond to 90 % or 95 % of
the change and they respectively are 2.3
and 3 times longer than the time constant.
The response time is a specific characteristic of any instrument and it is independent from the relative amplitude of
the change. The response time of an instrument depends on the exchanges it has
with the environment. The response time of
a thermometer, or a hygrometer, is roughly
inversely proportional to the square root of
the wind speed, e.g. the response time is
halved when the wind speed is increased
by four times.
In a linear-logarithmic paper (see lower
figure this page), the plot of 1-[To-T(t)]/ΔT to
obtain the time constant is a tilted straight
line which begins at 1 when t = 0 (i.e. ins-
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tant of the step change) and continues until
the measured value of the normalised heating/cooling becomes smaller than instrument repeatability or ambient fluctuations
e.g. 0.01. In this graph, the three straight
lines show the responses of the same fast
thermistor in three different conditions, i.e.
immersed into water (w); in stirred air at 3
m/s ventilation rate (a3) and air at 12 m/s
(a12). The ordinates of the intercepts with
the horizontal straight line y= 1-exp(-1/2)
give the time constants w, 3, and, respectively.
Response Time and Mapping
In general, the Time of Response (TR)
is not a critical factor for routine measurements at quite long sampling intervals.
However, it may become critical for spot
measurements and especially for microclimate mapping. Sensors have in general
short TR. However, the influence of the probe support is crucial: long and in general
not specified by the manufacturer. It may
be necessary to use the nude sensor, deprived of any protective support although
this may considerably shorten the sensor
life. Time is of fundamental relevance in
drawing microclimate mapping.
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Drawing maps for environmental diagnostics
For environmental diagnostic purposes,
we need very fast T and RH sensors to draw
microclimate maps in one or more rooms.
Maps are obtained by displacing the same
sensor from a point to another according
a selected grid of sampling points homogeneously distributed in the space. The
readings are then processed and reported
in graphical form with the help of computer
tools.
You can imagine that, if a sensor reaches
equilibrium in 60 seconds, and we have 60
sampling points, we need 1 hour to get all
the readings necessary for our map. During
a so long time, the earliest and the latest
samplings are not any more related with
each other because the indoor microclimate has changed in the meantime. Therefore, sampling for mapping should be done in
a short time, i.e: we need instruments responding in a few seconds, or we are obliged
to reduce the number of sampling points. In
practice, the number of sampling points requires an optimization of (=best compromise between) the needs of having a detailed
information (i.e. many sampling points) and
getting it in a short time (i.e. using very fast
sensors or reducing the number of sampling points).
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Response time of fast T
& RH sensors (by courtesy of Krah & Grote
Messtechnik)

Cases and probes have
a thermal inertia which
is different from the response time to moisture
changes. This is a critical factor. Even with
excellent sensors, the
presence of a probe or
a case may make unsound, or erroneous, the
readings.

Probe and Sensor Size is also relevant,
especially in the case the sensor should
be located inside small natural cavities on
monuments, or it is necessary to perform
micro-drills. This is a crucial problem when
dealing with cultural heritage items.
In the following we will provide some
examples of miniaturized sensors. Please
note that the market has a continual evolution and better, improved solutions might
be found in the next future.
A slow response instrument may cut-off T
or RH peaks or drops, providing a smooth
diagram and masking an obscure risk.
Therefore, we should choose instruments
having a 95 % response time equal to or
shorter than one third of the shortest expected peak or drop to be monitored. This
means that the time constant of the instrument should be at least one tenth of the
peak/drop duration. In the case of routine
measurements, the minimum requirement
Contribution by CNR-ISAC

for an acceptable reading is that a sampling should not be shorter than 1.5 times
the time constant of the probe.
Before buying or using an instrument, we
should carefully read the data sheet with
the characteristics and check whether the
response time is referred to the probe assembled in a protecting case (OK) or to the
sensor alone (useless info).
Metal cases or probes are massive and
need time to reach equilibrium; those made
of plastics have difficulty in exchanging
heat with the air and in reaching equilibrium, so that they may even need a longer
time. In the case of temperature sensors
with a slow response, a change from a lower to a higher temperature causes the
output to gradually rise from the initial to
the final level. In the case of a RH sensor,
things are different. RH is governed by both
temperature (T) and moisture content in the
air, which can be appropriately expressed
35

T=const; MR is increasing
Output of a capacitive
hygrometer for a sudden
change in RH for different time response of
the humidity sensor and
the case. T remains unchanged, but MR changes, e.g. from a lower to
a higher level. The RH
output will rapidly rise
from the initial lower level
to the final higher one.
MR= const; T is dropping
Suppose that MR remains unchanged, but
T changes, e.g. from a
higher to a lower level.
The RH output will gradually and slowly rise
from the initial higher level to the final lower one.

both MR & T are dropping
Suppose that both MR
and T are dropping with
opposite
contributions
to RH. The RH output
will first respond to the
change in MR, i.e., immediately dropping with
an undershoot, but later
it will be governed by the
change in T, gradually rising to the final level.

both MR & T are increasing
Suppose that both MR
and T are rising. The RH
output will first respond
to the change in MR,
i.e., immediately peaking
with an overshoot, but
later it will be governed
by the change in T, gradually descending to the
final level.
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in terms of its mixing ratio (MR). The two
measured quantities may show different
inertia, with the possibility of positive or negative synergism. The thermal inertia of the
case/probe is generally higher than that of
the RH sensor, e.g. 20 min and 5 min, respectively. The sensor: a few seconds.
In practice, the microclimate is often
affected by large variability and we cannot exclude that an instrument, although
of good quality and carefully calibrated in
the laboratory under stationary conditions,
once it is operating in the field under dynamic environmental conditions it may be
affected by strong bias for a long response
time. The output may be affected by large
and unpredictable errors.
How to assess a sampling period
Sampling is made to have repeated readings at regular selected time intervals in
order to reproduce with the instrument output the variability of the independent variable, e.g. T, RH, wind. In order to establish
the correct sampling time we should have
clearly in mind that is the shortest period
(SP) of the natural variable X we want to
detect, and know the Response Time (RT)
of our instrument. It is obvious that we
should use RT << SP; if this is disregarded,
our instrument will act as a low-pass filter
and will cut-off the high frequency of interest for us. In such a case our monitoring
would be useless.
Aliasing
In the case the variable has cycles, the
sampling frequency should be much higher
in order to avoid the creation of spurious
frequencies.

Nyquist Rate
In signal processing, the Nyquist rate
is the minimum sampling rate required to
avoid aliasing, equal to twice the highest
frequency contained within the signal. A
sampling rate equal to the frequency of the
signal may cancel it. The signal is qualitatively reproduced, but with depressed amplitude, when the sampling frequency is at
least 2 – 3 times higher, i.e. The sampling
period 2 – 3 times shorter of the shortest
peak or drop we want to measure.

The Nyquist rate, i.e. sampling rate is made at intervals equal to half the peak duration. The peak is
partially recorded but we miss the real peak level.
By increasing the sampling rate the peak is better
recorded although it is still underestimated. In this
case the peak duration is sampled with 3 readings.
The larger the number of readings, i.e. the shorter
the sampling interval, the better the output reconstruction.
When a periodic variable (blue line) is observed at fixed intervals of
time (red circles) close
to the cycle period, the
data analysis generates
a new wave (pink line),
with larger period and
wavelength. This phenomenon is called aliasing.
final level.
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Sensors for Temperature measurements in the field of cultural
heritage preservation
Definition of temperature
Temperature is the physical variable determined by a thermometer reading.
This definition is parallel to the definition
of time, also determined by an instrument:
the reference atomic clock. It is similar to
the definition of length, capacity and weight,
also determined by comparison with a reference unit. This definition is misleading.
The critical point is not a precise reference
instrument, but the fact that readings critically depend on the use or misuse of the
thermometer.
Temperature is a physical variable proportional to the average kinetic energy
of the molecules.
This definition, derived from the Kinetic
Theory of Gases in Thermodynamics, is
rigorous and precise, with some relevant
consequences. By definition, the air Temperature is proportional to the average Kinetic Energy of the molecules and this excludes any radiant contribution from third
bodies. This means that the observation
should be made by carefully shielding the
sensor from Infrared Radiation (IR) coming
from elsewhere, either direct or reflected.
However, it is impossible to work in the
absence of IR, and theoretically the measurement should be performed in a room
in radiant equilibrium with the measurand,
either air or artwork.

From Thermodynamics and molecular
physics we also know that bodies emit
radiant energy whose power P is proportional to the fourth power of their
surface Temperature (i.e. Stefan-Boltzmann law).
This is an alternative definition of T,
based on radiometric (pyrometric or optical) measurements. The Stefan-Boltzmann
law is based on the Power P, i.e. the ﬂux
per unit time and unit surface of the emitted
radiation:

where ε is the emissivity of the surface,
ranging between 0 for a perfect mirror and
1 for a fully emitting-absorbing surface, σ
is the Stefan constant and T the absolute
temperature.
The thermal Radiation in Physics
Heat radiation
In Physics, the perfect “black body” is
deﬁned as the body whose surface radiates with ε = 1 and the best approximation
is realized with a cavity in thermal equilibrium (i.e. able to absorb any radiation entering it). A perfect mirroring surface is deﬁned
“white“, i.e. ε = 0. Real surfaces with 0< ε
< 1 are deﬁned “gray”. Any real surface is
deﬁned in terms of ε (λ) making reference
to the black body cavity.
“According to the energy conservation
principle, Heat Radiation takes place at ex-

Air molecules are distributed by velocities
(Maxwell
distribution)
following the skewed bell
shaped distribution given
by the Maxwell equation,
and the most probable.
For Nitrogen at T= 300
K, v = 394 m s-1 (velocity
of sound= 344 m/s)
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penses of other forms of energy (e.g. heat,
chemical or electrical energy). It follows
that only material particles, not geometrical volumes or surfaces can emit or absorb
heat rays, although sometimes for sake of
brevity the expression emitting or absorbing surfaces is used” (Plank, The Theory of
Heat Radiation, 1914).
We know today that emitting/absorbing
particles are mostly electrons belonging to
molecules or crystal lattices as a result of
their thermal motions, vibrations, molecular
collisions etc. “The black body must have
a certain minimum thickness depending on
its absorbing power, in order to insure that
the rays after passing into the body shall
not be able to leave it again at a different
point of the surface. The property of the
blackness as applied to a body depends
not only on the nature of the body but also
on that of the contiguous medium”
(Plank, The Theory of Heat Radiation,
1914).
The Emitting Layer
Per each speciﬁc wavelength (λ), any
material, at conveniently thin thickness, is
transparent to this wavelength (λ), i.e. may
be crossed by λ radiation. The incoming λ
radiation is exponentially attenuated progressing inside the material. After a certain

penetration depth, the external radiation is
extinguished by absorption inside this subsurface layer. Vice versa, all the outgoing
radiation is generated from electrons located in the subsurface absorbing= emitting
layer whose thickness depends on λ.
In opaque materials the absorbing layer
is almost coincident with the skin, in other materials it may considerably vary with
λ and may reach considerable thickness.
In the latter case, the outgoing radiation
is generated by the electrons lying inside
the thick sub-surface absorbing= emitting
layer. In the case the body has temperature gradients, the internal or sub-surface
temperature may be different from the surface temperature. This situation may cause
problems in interpreting the outgoing radiation.
In such a case, the temperature measured with a radiometer, or a pyrometer, is
representative of the actual sub-surface
layer that emits the radiation, and may
be different from the surface temperature
as we can measure it with a contact thermometer. Again, if we measure the surface
temperature with radiometers operating at
different spectral windows, we may obtain
different readings because they measure
at different subsurface depths.

Visible and IR pictures of an angel supporting a lamp on the top of the pillar. When the warm-air heating
is on, a thermal layering is formed and the wooden angel overheats much more (i.e. some 10°C) than the
thick wall. The next material to heat is the metal chain of the lamp supported by the angel, then the horizontal stucco decoration along the wall. The deterioration of the plaster (arrow) in the left-side lunette is
also visible.
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Temperature in Environmental Diagnostics
In the field of environmental diagnostics
for preservation purposes, measurements
are often needed, concerning either the
air or the artworks temperature. In the air
to assess air stability or motions, general
environmental conditions. In both air and
artwork surface to assess heat and mass

exchanges, RH at the interface, EMC,
particle deposition, risk for condensation,
freezing-thawing cycles, chemical reaction
kinetics, conditions for biological life. The
above measurements should be made in
association with humidity measurements.

Air Temperature Mapping to detect the areas affected by warm-air heating. Two maps: before and during
operation
An example of Temperature and Humidity Mapping for environmental diagnostics. Temperature and Humidity gradients should be avoided. In this fortunate case they are far from paintings on walls.
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The “V” shaped blackening above the brackets
which attach the radiators to the wall, is due
to the turbulent wakes
on the uprising ﬂow. (b):
The same effect, i.e. hydrodynamic turbulence

Thermophoresis
Warm air uprises for its buoyancy and will
soil the wall for thermophoresis. However,
the the ﬂow is turbulent above the bracket which attaches the radiator to the wall.
Turbulence generates inertial impaction
which is very efﬁcient in depositing large
particles. The very high efﬁciency of inertial impaction is evident from the V shaped
blackening.

The most popular temperature sensors
A primary instrument: the Quartz Thermometer. The most popular types of sensors for air or contact measurements:
• Platinum Resistance Sensor (the most
reliable and stable)
• Thermistor (the highest resolution)
• Thermocouple (the most convenient for
T differences and to reflect IR)
The elemental sensors performance and
specifications for such sensors are reported in published standards, i.e. EN IEC
60751, EN IEC 60584 and ASTM E879-01.

The famous Quartz
Thermometers by Hewlett and Packard, in use
since the 1970s, and a
derived one.
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The Quartz Thermometer
The sensor is a quartz piezoelectric resonator which is connected to an electronic solid state oscillator. The latter supplies
a small amount of power to the resonator
which acts as a highly selective filter that
holds the oscillation frequency very close
to the natural frequency of the resonator.
The resonant frequency of the quartz crystal sensor depends upon the crystal temperature. The quartz has no drift, although
the governing electronics may have. With
a proper choice of the cutting planes of the
crystal, the resonant frequency becomes
a linear function of the temperature. This
thermometer is very stable. Once the probe
has reached equilibrium with the surrounding fluid, the quartz thermometer readings
are very accurate and may constitute a
good reference standard.
The response time of a probe is short (a
few seconds) in stirred water, and is quite long in still air. Precision (e.g. +0.04°C)
and resolution depend on how many oscillations have been counted per each sampling. By increasing the duration of each
sampling in order to obtain an elevated
cumulated number of oscillations, it is possible to attain incredibly high (apparent)
precision and resolution. Some commer-

Platinum
Sensors
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cially available instruments have options to
increase the sampling duration and obtain
incredibly high resolutions, e.g.10-5 or 106°C. However, readings are accurate only
in the case the probe has really reached
equilibrium with the fluid, and the temperature is constant, otherwise the precision is
merely illusory and misleading, being only
a precise average of the (changeable) sensor temperature during a longer sampling
duration.
The Platinum Resistance Sensor
The Platinum Resistance Sensor (also
known as PRT= Platinum Resistance
Transducer, or Pt100, PT1000…) is an
electrical resistance, made of very pure
platinum wire, 0.1 mm in diameter or less,
used sometimes as a wire and more usually wound on a glass or ceramic rod. Thin
deposited platinum films are also common,
as well as several type of probes with special windings for different purposes. PRT
present an excellent stability, the measurements are reproducible within 0.01°C. They
are generally very fast. Another advantage
of these sensors is that they are cheap.
Metal resistance thermometers should be
compared with a standard every year.

Resistance
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Thermistors
A thermistor is a type of resistor whose
resistance varies significantly with temperature. Thermistors are essentially semiconductors (sintered metal oxides) which
behave as resistors with high temperature
coefficient of resistance. They are very
sensitive but have problems with linearity and stability and suffer for self-heating.
The electrical resistance decreases (NTC
<0, but also PTC>0) as a parabola with increasing T. The sensitivity is consequently
variable, but at ordinary values it is one order of magnitude higher than that of platinum resistance sensors. As thermistors
are heated by the current load, the supply
should be well calibrated in view of the limited natural heat dissipation. Thermistor
thermometers should be compared with a
standard thermometer every year, if they
are of good quality or more often if they are
of average - low quality.

Thermocouples
Thermocouples are based on the Seebeck effect, i.e. a small thermoelectric current is generated when two different metal
wires are put into contact at both ends with
their junctions having a different temperature. If one junction is open, a contact electromotive force is generated. The current,
or the electromotive force, is in a first approximation proportional to the temperature
difference between the two junctions. The
materials used for thermocouples should
be carefully aged by electrical annealing
because the electromotive force is influenced by mechanical deformations. If more
than one set of thermocouple junctions is
used in series, the electromotive force is
increased proportionally to the number of
junctions.
The main advantages thermocouple offer is that they have a very low sensitivity
to IR radiation and a small time constant,
Thermistors

Ultra thin wire for very
fast thermocouples (< 1
s response time in still
air)
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of the order of 1 s or less, but for very thin
wires. Thermocouples for industrial purposes are very resistant but with very high
thermal capacity which confer a too long
response time. As thermocouples respond
directly to differences of temperature, they
are convenient to measure temperature
gradients. Another important advantage is
that they are very cheap. A problem is that
the wire it conductive and can transport
heat, changing the temperature at the point
under investigation.
Measuring air and artwork temperature
The thermometer measures the temperature of its bulb or of the sensor, not that of
the air or a surface. It is only assumed they
are in equilibrium, and hence equal.
In the case of observations of the air
temperature, the heat capacity of the sensor is orders of magnitude greater than the
speciﬁc heat of the air. Every measurement
perturbs the original state of the measurand system (problem similar to the Uncertainty Principle in Quantum Physics). The
only way to avoid this problem is to perform
non-contact or remote measurements.

In the ﬁeld, the air temperature ﬂuctuates
continually, following turbulence. Every
sensor has a characteristic time of response which introduces a time lag and a
smoothing to the output. Hence, thermometers perfectly calibrated in the laboratory, but having different characteristic time,
give different outputs, i.e. different temperatures.
We should measure the average kinetic
energy of the air, without the contribution
of the infrared radiation (IR) from other bodies at a different temperature. It is impossible to remove all the IR, but the sensor
should always be shielded with a reﬂecting
(metal) screen. The IR originated from third
bodies at the same temperature of the target surface does not constitute a problem
because it does not alter the ﬂux of radiant
energy entering the radiometer.
Calibration performed in a bath does not
include the IR contribution. Thermometers
perfectly calibrated in the laboratory, but
having different IR reﬂectivity, give different
outputs, i.e. different temperatures.
If we wish to know the temperature of
a surface hit by solar radiation, or having

The Stevenson Screen and other metal and plastic screens used for meteorological purposes
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other exchanges with the air, the contact
sensor will shadow the sampling point of
the surface and produce an inaccurate value (Analogy with the Uncertainty Principle,
i.e. our measurement perturbs the original
state of the system. The only way to overcome this problem is to use remote sensing).
Field measurements of Air Temperature
In general, the air and the surface temperature are different and affected by gradients. The choice of representative sampling
points is a crucial problem. Measurements
should be performed in the framework of
a precise monitoring plan which refers air
temperature sampling to the local thermal
and ﬂuid dynamical pattern in proximity of
the artwork. The choice of each sampling
point should be made to get values representative of the speciﬁc problem under study.
The Globe-Thermometer
The sensor is placed at the centre of a
metal sphere which has been blackened
to absorb UV, visible and IR radiation. The
globe reaches equilibrium with air temperature, radiation and convective air motions
showing the result of these contributions.
The globe-thermometer has a very slow
response. The same effect (i.e. a combination of air temperature, IR radiation and

Globe -Thermometer
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convective motions) is obtained with a thin,
lowinertia, absorbing strip which acts a
black-body target surface. The equilibrium
temperature of the strip is measured with a
high-accuracy radiometer.
In addition to the difficulties that are
found in other fields, in the specific case of
Cultural Heritage a further problem derives
from the special care needed for the contact with precious and delicate artworks.
This implies that measurements should be
performed ensuring the highest safety level to artworks. For this reason remote or
non-contact measurements should be preferred.
Measuring Artwork Temperature
Contact thermometers
The sensor needs to be in contact with
the surface by means of a dangerous pressure or being glued to it. Polished metals
have a low emissivity, but are less delicate.
In this case temperature monitoring should
be performed with contact thermometers.
Surface temperature measurements made
with a contact thermometer are risky for
artworks.
Remote Sensing
The Radiometer measures the surface
temperature from the power of the IR radiation emitted by solid or liquid bodies. Not
from air or other gases.
A strip of paper can be used to materialize the air
temperature
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Some temperature sensors Thermistors and
Thermocouples

In general, remote sensing has a low accuracy (uncertainty >2°C) for some problems:
The sensor is hit by IR reflected from the
target and originated from other bodies,
emissivity ε is unknown and ε <1 (most instruments include some compensation for
ε if it is known), if sensor and target have
different T, the reading is affected by error.
Precise instruments can be found, but they
are very expensive. The radiometer detects the temperature of surfaces without
damaging them. On the left side, some radiometers fixed to a mast, monitoring the
T of walls and ceiling. Below, a gun model
with laser indication of the sampled area.
IR thermometers can be divided into two
categories, depending on the output is directly or indirectly generated by the incoming heat:

Thermal detectors which generate an
output that is directly caused by heat and related to the thermal IR energy they absorb.
The sensor can be made of thermopiles,
thermocouples, metal- or semiconductortype bolometers or pyroelectric detectors.
Radiation pyrometers which measure the
power density of the IR emitted by the target
surface over a given range of wavelengths.
The output is not directly caused by heat,
but by the electric charges released by the
detector and collected by a photomultiplier.
They are subdivided into:
• total radiation pyrometers, i.e. operating on a wide range of wavelengths,
• narrow band pyrometers, i.e. sensitive
to a narrow spectral band,
• ratio pyrometers, determining the 		
temperature after the ratio of the IRpo-

Some Radiometers, also
called IR Thermometers
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The Quasi-Contact Sensor is shielded against
the external radiation.
The internal mirror conveys on it the total radiation, i.e. direct and
diffuse, emitted from the
target

wer emitted by two wavelength bands.
• optical pyrometers in the 7-14 μm band.

Humidity variables for the moisture dispersed in air

Sensors include photo detectors, e.g.
photo-conductive, photo-voltaic or photo
emissive devices, that are wavelength sensitive.

An empirical formula to compute the saturation vapour pressure:
éw (t) is computed by means of the empirical formula by Magnus-Tetens

The Quasi-contact sensors
This sensor consists of a parabolic metal shield that reflects the external IR, and
a mirrow concentrates on the sensor both
the direct and diffuse IR radiation emitted
from the target surface.
Quasi-contact sensors can be used with
any type of material with high or average
emissivity. The external shield removes all
reflections and the parabolic mirror multiplies the radiation emitted from the target.
The mirrored image behaves as the original target surface. The instrument virtually
transforms a high or average emissivity into
ε =1. This instrument cannot be used with
materials having low emissivity, e.g. polished metals, because the low IR emission is
insufficient and comparable to noise. A polished metal target is indistinguishable from
the metal mirroring cavity.

éw (t) = éw(0) x 10 at/b+f
where éw(0) = 6.112 hPa (1 mbar = 1
hPa), a = 7.5, b = 237.3 °C with reference
to water. In the real atmosphere, the saturation level is rarely exceeded by more than
1 %. Close to surfaces, not limit to supersaturation. This variable depend on t only.
The saturation vapour pressure of moist
air, also called vapour tension, éw(t), represents the maximum allowable partial pressure of vapour at the temperature t (see
upper figure next side).
The mixing ratio r of moist air (i.e. dry air
and water vapour) is the (dimensionless)
ratio of the mass of water vapour mv to the
mass of dry air ma
r= mv/ma
r represents the ponderal mixture of
these two gaseous substances. This variable is independent from t, p & V changes.
It depends only on the number of water
molecules actually present.
The gradient of the mixing ratio dr/dx in
proximity of a surface is useful to individu-
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ate the exchanges of moisture between
the ambient air and the surface. When the
surface is condensating the air near to it
locally enriched of vapour, i.e. r shows a
maximum.
The speciﬁc humidity q of moist air is the
(dimensionless) ratio of the mass of water
vapour mv to the mass of moist air ma+mv,
and this ratio represents the ponderal dilution of the vapour in the atmosphere, i.e.
q = mv/(ma+mv)
It is also called mass concentration or
moisture content. Its value is close to r.
This variable is independent from t, p & V
changes. The speciﬁc humidity q of moist
air is the ratio of the mass of water vapour
mv to the mass of moist air ma+mv. As
this ratio is very small, q is conventionally
multiplied by 103 and is expressed as g/
kg. Therefore, q is the number of grams of
moisture dispersed in 1 kg of moist air, i.e.
N2+O2+H2O.
The absolute humidity dv is the density
of the water vapour, i.e. the mass of vapour
mv contained in the unit volume V of moist
air

What is the mass of the water vapour mw= H2O
and the mass of dry air ma= N2+O2 in 1m3 of air?
N2 is about 2/3; O2 is 1/3 and H2O a small fraction, e.g. 1 to 30 g

dv = mv/V
It is used to evaluate the total mass of
water vapour contained within a volume,
e.g. room, showcase. This variable is dependent on t, p & V changes. The absolute
humidity dv is the mass of vapour mv con-

The mixing ratio r of moist air is the ratio of the
mass of water vapour mv to the mass of dry air
ma. As this ratio is very small, r is conventionally
multiplied by 103 and is expressed as g kg-1.
Therefore, r is the number of grams of moisture
dispersed in 1 kg of dry air, i.e. N2+O2

Mapping T, RH and MR
in a horizontal cross section 1 m above ﬂoor level. The wall on the top is
cold and damp. The map
of T (left) indicates that
this wall is colder, which
might be a reason for
condensation. The wall T
never reaches the Dew
Point. The permanent
maximum in MR (right
side) shows that the external wall is supplying
moisture to the air, i.e. is
evaporating.
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tained in the unit volume V of moist air. As
this ratio is very small, it is conventionally
multiplied by 103 and is expressed as g/m3.
The Relative Humidity Uw of moist air is
deﬁned as
Uw = 100 x (e/éw)
where e is the partial pressure of the vapour and éw the saturation vapour pressure with respect to water at the same temperature (UK Met.Off., 1991). The Relative
Humidity U is the (non-dimensional) ratio
between the actual partial pressure of the
vapour ev and its saturation vapour pressure éw at the same atmospheric pressure
p and temperature t.
Uw = ev/éw x 100 (%)
Uw represents the actual degree of saturation of the water vapour (not when the
air is saturated of vapour, because two
gases can be mixed in whatever proportion!). Slightly below 0°C, the saturation is
conventionally computed with reference to
supercooled water (subscript: w). Uw depends on t, r, V and p. Relative Humidity is
a property of the water vapour dispersed in
the air, not of the air. A popular claim is that
dry air cannot support an excessive mixing
with water vapour. However, ‘saturation’
applies only to vapour, not to mixing with
dry air, i.e. nitrogen and oxygen, which are
gases. Air is never saturated by addition or
admixture with other gases, as gases can
be mixed in any proportion and the individual partial pressures remain independent
of each other (Dalton law).
History of relative humidity definitions
Relative Humidity is the ratio between
the mass of vapour mv, or the mixing ratio,
or the absolute humidity etc. actually present in any volume of atmosphere, in the
greatest possible amount (i.e. under saturation, subscript w) of the same variable at
the same temperature. (List, 1966). In 1966
the World Meteorological Organisation returned to the original deﬁnition in terms of
Contribution by CNR-ISAC

vapour tension e. Relative Humidity with
respect to water in moist air at pressure p
and temperature T is the percentage ratio
of the vapour mole fraction Xv to the vapour
mole fraction Xvw which the air would have
if it were saturated with respect to water at
the same pressure p and temperature T
(WMO, 1966; 1988).
In 1966 the World Meteorological Organisation returned to the original definition in
terms of vapour tension e.
Wet bulb: the temperature of evaporation
The wet bulb is the temperature of a
ventilated water surface which is evaporating under adiabatic conditions, i.e. no exchange of energy with other bodies, except
air and water surface. The evaporation lowers the temperature until a new equilibrium is reached from the balance between
evaporation cooling and arrival of new air.
Equilibrium occurs when the latent heat lost
by evaporation from the liquid water equals
the sensible heat transferred from the air to
the colder wet surface.
Can We Compute RH Average Levels?
To calculate the arithmetic average of
RH, i.e. <RH> is a popular practice (e.g.
CEN Standard), but it is formally incorrect.
The problem is the same as for pH. RH is
dependent on both T and MR, but not linearly. We cannot compute algebraic averages of non-linear parameters or functions.
How should we proceed to be correct?
We can separately compute the averages of T and of MR readings, i.e. <T> and
<MR> and from these values calculate the
resulting RH value representative of the token period.
We can pass from averages to the frequency domain and consider some reference scores, typically the median (i.e. the
50-ile that corresponds to the average in
the case of a symmetrical distribution) or
the mode (i.e. the peak level, which is the
most frequent reading found).
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The Psychrometer: an instrument composed of twin thermometers to measure
humidity
The wet bulb temperature Tw is the temperature an air parcel would have if cooled
adiabatically to saturation at constant pressure by evaporation of water into it, all latent heating being supplied by the parcel.
This is the temperature directly measured
by the wet bulb of a psychrometer. From
the thermodynamic point of view, Tw is the
temperature that an air parcel would have
when some liquid water is supplied gradually, in very small quantities and at the
same temperature as the environmental
air, and then this water is evaporated into
the air adiabatically at constant pressure,
until the saturation is reached. The saturation is reached for the combined action of
two factors due to the evaporation: the increase in MR and the drop in T.
Dew Point: the Temperature of Condensation
The dew point temperature Td, commonly termed dew point, is the temperature to
which a parcel of moist air should be cooled
at constant pressure and constant water
vapour content in order for saturation to occur. It can be alternatively defined as the
temperature at which the actual pressure
of the vapour contained in an air sample
equals the saturation pressure, under constant pressure and mixing ratio. Although
it is popularly called dew point of the “air”,
it is a property of the vapour that might be
extended to the air sample. In air, always
we have Td < Tw < T. However, this is not
necessarily true with artwork Temperature,
where we can have Tartwork > Td (condensation). This means that the temperature of
an evaporating surface cannot reach the
temperature of condensation. Condensation and evaporation happen at two distinct
temperatures. By measuring the surface
temperature of a wet wall we can know
whether it is condensing because is cold,
or is evaporating after capillary suction. Td
depends only on the moisture content in air,
i.e. the Mixing Ratio. Condensation occurs
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whenever the surface temperature of an
object falls below the Dew Point, whatever
may be the air temperature or the relative
humidity.
Condensation is determined by two factors: the moisture content in the air and the
surface temperature. Condensation is independent from RH, but depends only on
Mixing Ratio and surface Temperature.

Sensors for humidity measurements in the field of cultural heritage preservation
Moisture in Air
Why to measure Relative Humidity
In the air, dry environments become dusty and electrostatic deposition is enhanced. Humid environments increase chemically reactivity of gaseous pollutants. In
the case of porous, hydrophilic materials,
the RH reaches an equilibrium with the in-

Two identical thermometers: one with dry bulb, and
one with wet bulb. A fan provides ventilation
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ternal free water expressed as Equilibrium
Moisture Content (EMC). The EMC variability determines dimensional changes,
mechanical stress and damage, dampness
available for the biological life or chemical
reactions. In the case of non porous, non
absorbing materials, the RH determines
the formation and building-up of monolayers of water on the material surface. Surface absorbed water may favour oxidation,
leaching, corrosion, hydrolysis.
Where to measure Relative Humidity
The RH should be measured in the air, in
close proximity to the target artwork surface
(RHS) as well as in the free air (RHA) in an
undisturbed position (e.g. in the mid of the
room). In the case the target surface has a
temperature TS different from the free air
temperature TA, the air in direct contact
with it reaches a diverse RH level, than can
be hardly observed. The actual RHS level
at the air-surface interface should be calculated from the free air readings (TA, RHA),
by keeping unchanged the Humidity Mixing
Ratio (g water/kgdry air) and using the actual surface temperature TS .
Sensors to measure Relative Humidity
RH observations in the field:
• Hair Hygrometer / Hygrograph
• Capacitive sensor (Polymer)
• Resistive sensor (Polymer or
hydrophilic salts)
Field observations/ almost primary instrument for checking calibration:
• Psychrometer
Primary instrument, Laboratory calibration:
• Dew Point Meter: direct optical observation of reflected beam and TS
reading, or direct electronic detection of
condensation.
No instruments based on indirect observation from T & RH readings.
The two levels of quality, according to the
purpose of the investigation:
Level 1 This is the higher level and reContribution by CNR-ISAC

quires accurate measurements that are
necessary in at least two cases: Measurements for environmental diagnostics; Preservation of vulnerable objects, highly sensitive to RH.
Measurements, data interpretation and
mitigation remedies should be carried out
by personnel specialized in environmental
measurements, with high-quality instrumentation.
Level 2 This is the lower level and requires less accurate measurements for preservation of materials having a negligible
sensitivity to RH. Measurements should be
carried out by trained personnel with good
instrumentation but without specialization
in environmental measurements.
Capacitive RH Sensor
The Sensor utilizes a capacitor consisting of a metallic grid deposited on a polymer-coated glass plate; the hygroscopic
polymer film serves as the dielectric. Metal oxide capacitive sensors are based on
a porous aluminium oxide deposited on
a conductive aluminium substrate with a
thin film of gold that acts as electrode. The
dielectric constant of the sensor increases
with the amount of water absorbed which
depends on the RH. The dielectric capacity
of water is 80; of air (or dry support) 1. In
recent devices, an electronic circuit in the
sensor body converts the capacitance to a
voltage output which is linearly proportional
to the ambient relative humidity. The capacitive sensor has the lower threshold at RH
=10% and is quite reliable in the range 35
to 95% (accuracy ±5%). Its accuracy improves with calibration (±2%). A protection
is needed against mechanical shocks with
a shield, often of plastic material. This induces a thermal inertia that might lead to
errors in case of fast temperature changes.
In the case of outdoor measurements, the
sensor should be shielded against radiation with a metallic shield. Drift: Modest.
Worst situation in dry environments. Possible poisoning in coastal or polluted areas.
Re-calibration: after 1 year. This is the most
popular sensor for its reliability and low
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Some miniaturized sensors

A miniaturized T & RH sensor enclosed in a metal
reflecting shield by Krak & Grote. Coloured shields
are produced for aesthetic purposes, but their shielding capability is lower.

A miniaturized T (junction) & RH capacitive sensor
with on-chip signal processing by Sensirion

cost, widely used in many fields of application (e.g. industry, weather, environmental
control, agriculture, food, storage).
Miniaturized T & RH sensors with onchip signal processing. The RH capacitive
sensor is made with a moisture absorbing
polymer that interacts with platinum electrodes. The T sensor is a junction. After the
T and RH sampling, the chip calculates the
Dew Point (DP). The DP is calculated, not
directly observed.

is at RH=10%, but measurements are quite
accurate (±2%) in the range 35-90% RH in
non harsh environments. Most sensors are
limited for use in non-condensing environments only. In the case of for outdoor use
sensors need a metal shield against radiation These sensors have a modest drift,
and can be poisoned in coastal or polluted
areas. Re-calibration: after 1 year.

Resistive RH sensors
The measurement is based on the variation of resistivity offered when an active element absorbs or releases moisture to reach
equilibrium with the air. Two main types of
moisture absorbing sensors exist: 1 a polymer film, e.g. polystyrene (Pope Cell); 2
an electrical wire immersed into hydrophilic
salts (Dunmore Cell ). The lower threshold
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Sensors, Cases & Probes
Cases and probes have a thermal inertia
which is different from the response time to
moisture changes. This is a critical factor.
Even with excellent sensors, the presence
of a probe or a case may make unsound, or
erroneous, the readings.
The instrument is kept in a Climatic
Chamber with T variable to perform RH
cycles from 5 to 100% (saturation respect
to ice and water). The readings cannot adContribution by CNR-ISAC

Response of compact instruments to 5-100% RH
cycles when the case is
progressively mutilated

Errors due to changes in
T or MR

equately follow the cycles because of the
thermal inertia of the plastic case. Higher
T means lower RH. When the case is mutilated improving the circulation around the
sensor, the accuracy is improved.
The Psychrometer
The instrument is composed of two identical, ventilated thermometers: one with dry
bulb (TA), and one with wet bulb (TW). Air
is drawn past the wet-bulb with a fan. Water
evaporates from the wick and the thermometer cools, more intensely in dry air, less
in humid air. The equilibrium temperature
reached by the wet bulb is called Wet-Bulb
Temperature (TW). The difference TA -TW
is called Wet-Bulb Depression. Large depressions indicate that the RH is low. From
TA and TW we can compute all hygrometric variables. TW slightly depends upon the
ventilation speed (3<V<5m/s), wick size
and, secondarily, atmospheric pressure.
The instrument cannot be used at low temperatures, because the wick freezes.
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Advantages and drawbacks of the Psychrometer
The Psychrometer is a reliable instrument, if correctly used by a well trained
observer, for occasional sampling; more
rarely for continuous monitoring. Readings
are quite accurate (±1%) in the RH interval
20-100%, when TA > 10°C. The Psychrometer is not properly a primary instrument.
However, if adequately used, and corrected for pressure, it can be used for a quick
check of the calibration of other (secondary) instruments.
It cannot be used at low temperatures
(e.g. less than 10°C) because the water
risks to freeze. The water reservoir, the fan
energy consumption, and the cleanliness
of the wick are limiting factors.
It weakly depends on barometric pressure. In the mountains readings should be
corrected. The instrument should utilize a
psychrometric coefficient correspondent
to both the actual size of the wick around
the sensor and the ventilation speed which
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The classic mechanical Assman Psychrometer

 Old type Psychrometers without ventilation
and sling with and modern Psychrometer electrically driven fan
The Psychrometric Chart

should remain constant throughout the
whole life of the instrument, or at least from
a calibration to the next one. This is a weak
point, especially with miniaturized, electronic devices, when non adequately calibrated.
Practical Recommendations for a correct use of the Psychrometer
The air flow speed should be kept constant, in the range from 3 m/s to 5 m/s. The
fan should be operated well in advance so
that both sensors and the wet muslin may
reach a thermal equilibrium. This operation
can be adequately provided by an electronic psychrometer with an electrically-driven
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fan. The old-type mechanical psychrometer
with spring-operated fan had the ventilation
speed variable with the spring winding and
may provide incorrect readings. The ageing
of the fan should be periodically checked.
The temperature sensors should be
shielded against solar or IR radiation with
a suitable radiation shield. The wet wicking should be clean; this is particularly relevant in coastal (sea spray) or polluted areas. The water reservoir should be clean
and filled with pure, distilled or deionised
water. For accurate measurements with a
psychrometer, a key precaution is to ensure that both thermometers give exactly
the same readings when both bulbs are
Contribution by CNR-ISAC

dry. The RH measurement error due to a
difference in the readings between the two
thermometers in dry conditions is as much
relevant as the uncertainty in the temperature measurement.
Relative Humidity from Psychrometric
Measurements
When the wet bulb is ventilated, the forced
evaporation lowers the bulb temperature
until a new equilibrium is reached from the
balance between evaporation cooling and
arrival of new air. Equilibrium occurs when
the latent heat Qv lost by evaporation from
the wet muslin around the bulb
Qv = C Lv S 		

(1)

equals the sensible heat Qs transferred
from the air to the colder wet bulb i.e.
Qs = B S (t -tw) 		

(2)

where B and C are proportionality
coefﬁcients, Lv the latent heat of vaporisation, S the surface area of the evaporating
surface, e the actual vapour pressure,ew
= esat(tw) the saturation vapour pressure at
the temperature tw of the evaporating surface and p the atmospheric pressure.
Equalling the equations (1) and (2), the
basic psychrometric formula is obtained
e = esat -A p (t -tw)		

(3)

where A = (B/C Lv) = 6.667 x 10-4 K-1 is the
so-called psychrometer coefﬁcient which is
not properly constant and depends, inter
alia, on the ventilation rate.
From the deﬁnition of relative humidity, i.e. the ratio between the actual partial
pressure of the vapour and its saturation
pressure
RH = 100 e/esat		

(4)

substituting in (4) e with equation (3),
and esat with the Magnus-Tetens formula
esat(t) = esat(0) x 10at/(b+t)
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where esat(0) = 6.11 hPa, a = 7.5, b =
237.3°C, one ﬁnds RH as a function of t
and tw:
RH = 100 x [(10atw/(b+t)-1.09 x 10-4p(t-tw))/
10at/(b+t)]
This is the fundamental psychrometric
formula, and the output is obtained after
readings of: dry bulb temperature (t), wet
bulb temperature (tw) and atmospheric
pressure (p). In the absence of a direct
pressure measurement, people usually
substitute p = 1000 hPa. Every day weather variability induces minor pressure departures; relevant departures are generated
by pressure attenuation with height in the
mountains.
Note that a number of speciﬁc applications may require better performances than
those listed in this Table based on average
quality commercial instruments. You might
need something better! Inaccurate measurements performed either by unqualiﬁed
personnel, unaware of adequate measuring procedures, or done with uncalibrated,
low quality, instruments should be rejected
because they may suggest inappropriate
remedial actions that might have a negative impact on the preservation. No measurements are much better than having uncertain measurements! Sampled readings
should be transported and stored in a data
logger. A number of peripheral sensors can
be connected to a central logger via long
wires. The advantage is that all readings
are stored together; the con is that long
wires are difficult to manage for practical or
visual reasons. An alternative is to use individual T and RH sensors directly connected
to small data loggers. The pro is that they
can be located regardless of their distance
and position. Con is that individual records
should be later combined. A third alternative is to use wireless transmitters in order
to collect all the readings on a central unit.

(5)
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Sensors for Dew Point, Wetness And
Time-of-Wetness
The Dew Point is a specific physical variable, strictly related to the quantity of moisture mixed to the air, that indicates when
condensation starts to form on a standard
surface at standard pressure. It is independent from air temperature. More exactly, the Dew Point (acronym DP, in formulae
Td) is the temperature to which air would
have to be cooled (with no change in air
pressure or moisture content) for saturation
to occur. The DP is defined with respect to a
flat surface of pure water. The DP changes
over a curved water meniscus or a solution.
The DP is a precise value indicating when
water molecules pass from the gaseous to
the liquid state for purely physical reasons,
or an alternative way to express the Mixing Ratio. The higher the DP, the higher the
moisture content of the air at a given pressure.
The Dew Point is useful in many thermodynamic calculations. It is also useful to
predict the risk for condensation because
any surface becomes wet when its temperature drops below the DP. In order to know
whether condensation is underway on a
surface we must know both the DP and the
surface temperature. Measurements performed only monitoring the air temperature
and humidity, or the DP in air, are unable to
establish whether a surface may be damp

or dry, because we don’t know the target
surface temperature. For this reason, any
DP monitoring of the air should be associated with observations of the target surface
temperature. The DP can either be directly
observed or calculated from T and RH, TD
and TW or other two variables.
The Dew-Point Meter
The Dew-Point Meter (DPM) is a precise instrument (accuracy <0.1°C) that
can be used as “primary” (i.e. top quality) instrument, for checking calibration of
other hygrometers, called “secondary” (i.e.
standard quality), e.g. all RH sensors. It is
convenient for laboratory tests, hardly for
field monitoring. Various types of DPM exist, based on different principles and with
different quality. In principle, the DPM
based on the direct observation of the formation of condensed water may attain the
highest precision and is the best candidate
for primary use. However, an average to
fair quality product of the top class is not
preferable to an excellent instrument of the
second class. For this reason it is necessary to look at the calibration certificate and
then decide if the declared accuracy is sufficient for your purposes.
The instrument can hardly be left unattended on a monument, for continuous
monitoring.

An example of large-size DP Meters. This size is convenient for laboratory use, less to be transported and
installed for the most common investigations done by conservators. However, some spot measurement is
possible. Instruments for everyday field use should have smaller size and be more flexibly structured.
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The Chilled-Mirror Dew Point Meter
The Dew Point Meter is a precise instrument, especially used for Laboratory calibration of RH sensors. It is based on the
direct optical (or electronic) observation, on
a chilled mirror (or another sensitive surface), of the critical point of at which Dew is
formed when the Temperature (T) slightly
decreases, or disappears when T slightly
increases. The mirror temperature at which
water starts to change phase (i.e. when
the first layer of condensation appears) is
the DP. The DP measurement is precise
because is based on T readings and the
uncertainty (error) in T is small compared
with the uncertainty in RH. For this reason
the DP meter is considered a “primary” instrument, good for calibrations in the lab
of other RH sensors, called “secondary”. It
can be hardly used for field monitoring.
The Optical Chilled-Mirror Dew Point
Meter
Operating principle of the Optical ChilledMirror DP Meter: a photomultiplier detects
an IR pulse beam reflected from a chilled
mirror and controls the cooling of the mirror
via Peltier effect. When the mirror reaches
the DP, the reflected IR beam disappears
and cooling stops. The mirror temperature
is the DP.

The Conductivity Chilled-Mirror Dew
Point Meter
Another two types of Chilled-Mirror DewPoint Meter exist, i.e. the Surface Conductivity and the Capacitance types. Every surface is covered with one or more molecular
layers of water, typically in the solid phase
when the RH is low. However, the number
of monolayers increases with RH and the
physical state approaches the liquid phase. When the chilled mirror temperature
reaches the DP, the moisture condensed
on the surface improves very much the
electrical conductivity (or the capacitance)
over the surface and can be detected electrically. In practice, above the DP the surface is an insulator (or has a low capacity), and below it becomes a good electrical
conductor (dielectric), allowing the passage of an electric current (increasing capacity). A temperature sensor in contact with
the chilled surface detects this critical T, i.e.
the DP.
Other Dew Point Meters
Some instruments detect the DP but
without the chilled mirror and the direct
reading of the surface T once the DP is
reached. They are:
Aluminium oxide or Polymer sensors, i.e.
thin film capacitance sensors of the same
type already described for RH monitoring.

Operating principle of the Optical Chilled-Mirrow DP Meter
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The DP is calculated from air T and RH
with a chip.
Lithium Chloride Saturated Salt sensors
based on the detection of the vapour pressure in equilibrium with a saturated solution
of Li Cl. The sensor includes granules of salt
and electrical wires and electrical current
flows on them when the vapour condenses
forming an ionic solution. Such instruments
are more compact than the Chilled-Mirror
type and can be used in the surveys; however, they are less precise than the ChilledMirror and aren’t convenient for calibration.
In the market several types of instruments are found, also named “Dew-Point
Meters ”. However, the name is not appropriate because they are not based on the
direct observation of the point at which dew
is formed and disappears on a chilled mirror or any other reference surface. Such
instruments have sensors for air T and RH
and with a chip they calculate the DP. This
DP is affected by uncertainties concerning both air T (smaller) and RH (larger).
For this reason they are improperly called
Dew-Point Meters. They are not at “Primary” level and cannot be recommended for
calibration. They should be considered “secondary” (i.e. average quality) instruments
to provide T, RH and DP readings, and are
appreciated for their small size and easy
use.

Ventilation, Leakage and Turbulence
Every building is subject to some forms
of macroscopic or microscopic, controlled
or uncontrolled forms of air exchanges and
ventilation.
Air motions are defined with a threedimensional wind vector.
Ventilation is a well defined, macroscopic flow of air controlled by electric fans or
window openings.
Air Leakage is an uncontrolled entrance
of external air through fissures on the openings or the fabric envelope.
Turbulence is the three-dimensional
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motion of the fluid particles for the eddies
formed within the liquid when critical levels
(e.g. the Reynold number = ratio between
inertial and viscous forces of a moving fluid) are exceeded.
The indoor air is renewed at a given Air
Exchange Rate (AER) expressed in terms
of room volumes exchanged per hour.
Controlled ventilation is useful to bring in
fresh air and remove VOC from indoor pollution sources and breathing exhaust. Filters stop external gaseous and particulate
pollutants.
Uncontrolled ventilation and leakage
may be dangerous because they bring in
external pollutants.
How to measure Ventilation, Leakage
and Turbulence
Ventilation is due to blown air, entering
trough a specific opening, e.g. ventilation
grille, window, door. We can easily measure the cross section of the opening, and the
air speed with an anemometer in front of
the grille or the window. The product Section x Speed provides the volume of air exchanged per unit time (i.e. the inverse of
AER).
Air Leakage is an uncontrolled entrance
of external air: the source may be, or may
be not known. This changes the monitoring
strategy. In addition, the small dimensions
of the flow require specific instruments.
Turbulence develops internally to a moving fluid when the inertial forces exceed
over a critical level the viscous forces, and
this especially happens when an air flow
is grazing a surface, the turbulence being
triggered by the surface roughness. A single sensor reveal turbulence as a series of
gusts and lulls; the three dimensional character of the eddies generated inside the
fluid needs a combination of three sensors
perpendicular between them, or a spherical
hot-film anemometer. Turbulence is particularly relevant close to frescoed walls, ceiling or other decorated surfaces because
turbulence increases very much airborne
particle deposition and soiling. Typical instruments to monitor indoor Air Motions,
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Ventilation, Leakage and Turbulence Air
Motions for Ventilation are monitored with
anemometers, i.e.:
• Cup anemometers
• Propellers (single axis)
• Hot Wire, Hot Film or Sonic Anemometers
Air Motions for Leakage are typically monitored with:
• Hot Wire or Hot Film anemometers
• Sonic Anemometers
• Decay of a Tracer Gas (especially for
AER)
• Decay of Indoor Forced Overpressure
(especially for AER)
Turbulence due to Air Motions is typically
monitored with:
• Three axis micro-anemometers, pro-		
peller type
• Hot Wire (single, two or three axis) or
spherical Hot Film anemometers
• Sonic Anemometers (single, two or 		
three axis)
• Laser Doppler Anemometers
Once again, it is useful to clarify that the
same physical phenomenon may be monitored in a number of ways, based on different approaches. Each time the Researcher should decide which of the possible
methodologies is the most convenient one
for his/her aims.
Cup anemometers
The airflow causes the cups to rotate
with an angular velocity that is proportional
to the air speed. The most common Cup
anemometers are made with three (more
rarely four) hemispherical (or conical) cups
which rotate around a vertical axis. It is not
advisable to incline the anemometer or use
it with the rotation axis on a horizontal plane to measure a vertical airflow, because
the rotation friction changes and the response is different from the calibration.
For its (cylindrical) vertical symmetry, the
Cup anemometer is irrespective of the wind
direction, if the wind is blowing on the hoContribution by CNR-ISAC

rizontal plane normal to the (vertical) rotation axis.
However, the rotation is governed by a
differential, non-linear resistance of the
cups and the moment of inertia of the rotating system. If the wind speed is constant
the instruments responds following the calibration curve and the rotation speed, i.e.
the number of rotations per second, increases linearly with the air speed. In the case
some turbulence is present, the acceleration dominates over the relaxation and the
instrument overestimates the speed. The
rotation is monitored with mechanical, electrical or optical devices. The most sensitive
sensors are based on optical photo chops
or reed switches which are frictionless.

Hemispherical cups and Conical cups, i.e. Robinson cup

The cup rotation is determined by the differential
action of the air operating on the concave and the
convex side of the cups. The air pushes and drags
the anemometer for the dominant action on the concave side; the convex ones move in the opposite
direction and exert a (smaller) resistance. The net
driving force is the result of the two.
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The calibration is made with the whole instrument
immersed into a uniform flow. We cannot use it to
measure a non-homogeneous or a thin air current
(e.g. from a fissure) that has not the same intensity on both the concave cup side moving with the
wind and the convex ones moving in the opposite
direction. The use of placing the concave cup side
in front of a blowing fissure and disregarding the absence of an equal flow on the opposite cup is absolutely incorrect and overestimates the flow.

When Buying an Instrument
When you should buy an instrument, first
you must clearly know what you need, and
then search it on the market. Not vice-versa! In order to make a good choice, you
are advised to have a look to the existing
operational methodologies and then choose the most convenient for you. Once you
have selected the most appropriate methodology, you can pass to the most accurate
instrument operating with your preferred
methodology.
To be informed, you can consult:
Béla G. Liptak (2003): Process Measurement and Analysis, Vol 1. CRC Press,
Boca Raton, London and Washington DC
World Wide Web
A wide choice of commercial sensors
and instruments is offered at www.globalspec.com/
Have a look to: Search Products & Services – type your request, e.g. “Temperature sensor” – go to: Filter your Catalog
Results - Performance Specifications –and
continue with assisted choice. You should
provide your preferred specifications and
the site will show you all the products fit60

ting with them. You will have a look to the
characteristics and operative methodologies of each instrument and you can crosscompare all of them. You can also enter
in touch with the manufacturer, and pose
questions (e.g. to request a quote, if prices
not specified). In some cases you will be
automatically contacted.
Be sure that the instrument characteristics really fit with your investigation needs.
Be sure that the product you wish to buy
does really correspond to the characteristics declared by the manufacturer. The only
way to be certain that they do so, is to ask
for a calibration certificate from a primary,
authorized Institution or Authority.
Remember: No measurement is preferable to uncertain measurements!
Disclaimer
This Guideline has been made to provide
you with the necessary background for microclimate monitoring. Not to suggest any
specific instrument. No instrument can be
recommended disregarding its use, i.e.:
why, what, when, where, how, etc. In a
Guideline dealing with instrumental monitoring, the use of pictures of real instruments has been necessary to fix ideas for
didactic purposes. Some commercial products are visible, downloaded from internet.
Also, for sake of clarity, the characteristics
of some instruments have been indicated,
e.g. range, accuracy, time constant. The
choice of such examples is merely casual
and only finalized to a better understanding. There is no any reason to suppose that
the recognizable instruments should be
preferred to others existing in the market.
If you should buy instruments, take care of
the above suggestions.
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Zone I
Short Name Name of
Case Study
(CS)

Latitude

Longitude

construction heated/
light/heavy unheated

in use

starting
responsible use for WPs Climate Zone
measuremen
t

59°13'53'' N

12°44'50'' E

light

unheated

yes

2010Fjaestad

I

65º4´N

19º8É

light

unheated

no

2010Wessberg

I

57º7´N

18º7É

heavy

unheated

no

2011Wessberg

I

66ºN

17º9É

61ºN

10º3É

light

unheated

yes

2011Holmberg

I

61ºN

29ºE

heavy

unheated

no

2011Holmberg

I

59°49'03'' N

17°46'34'' E

light

conservation
heating

20ºE

light

unheated

yes

2011Holmberg

I

17°37'1'' E

heavy

unheated

yes

2010Leijonhufud

I

heavy

unheated

Arjeplog
Church

Echstedtska The von
Echstedtska
Estate
Graträsk
Gratesk
Chapel
chapel
Klints
Klints Othem
Gotland
Kommandog Arjeplog
arden
church
Lau Church Stave church
Maihaugen
Liepaya
Olavinlinna
castle
Linnaeus
Linnaeus'
Hammarby Hammarby
Liselund
Skokloster
Canons
Ashby
Church
Staunton
Harold
Church

Jan Karls
60ºN
farmhouse
Skokloster
59°42'12'' N
palace
Canons Ashby
Church
Staunton
Harold Church

heavy

2011to be defined
no, occasional
services

2011to be defined

I

St Giles
Church

St Giles
Church

Monksthorpe Monksthorpe
Baptist
Baptist
Chapel
Chapel
Gibside
Gibside
Chapel
Chapel
St Michael's St Michael's
Mount
Mount

heavy

2011to be defined

I

heavy

heated with
two electirc
rads
unheated

2011to be defined

I

heavy

unheated

2011to be defined

I

2011to be defined

I

heavy

Zone II
Short Name

Name of Case
Study (CS)

Latitude

Longitude construction heated/
light/heavy unheated

in use

starting
responsible use for
measurement
WPs

yes
Museum

existing data
available

Alte Pinakothek Alte Pinakothek 48°08'53'' N 11°34'13'' O heavy

heated

Akademy of Fine
Arts

heavy

heated

Kaeferhaus

Akademy of Fine Depot
Arts

heavy

heated

Kaeferhaus

Baden

heavy

heated

Kaeferhaus

Frauenbad

Benediktbeuren Minster

Bergen

47°42'27'' N 11°23'56'' O heavy

unheated

yes

neraly unheated yes

Brasov

Romanesque
54°25'02'' N 13°25'55'' O heavy
Monastery
Church of St
Mary's in Bergen
on the Isle of
Rügen
Black Chruch
heavy

Bronnbach

Minster

unheated

Demmin

St. Bartholomae

49°29'41'' N 8°59'03'' O heavy

heavy

planned
summer 2011

Doerner

WP2
WP4
WP7

Climate
Zone

II

II

WP7
Depot

II

II

Fraunhofer

WP2

II

AWR

WP7

II

Fraunhofer

WP2

II

heated

(un)heated

yes

planned
summer 2011

AWR

Dolni

Greifswald

Dolni Chabry
Decapitation of
St. John the
Baptist Church
Parish church,
St. Johann
Baptist u. St.
Michael in
Egmating
St. Nicholas

Grönbach

Egmating

50°08'57'' N 14°26'32'' E heavy

unheated

on request measurement
necessary

48°00'08'' N 11°47'42'' O heavy

CTU
Kybertec

II

KUG

II

heavy

heated

AWR

Church

heavy

unheated
ventilation

KUG

WP7

II

Größdorf

Church

heavy

unheated
ventilation

KUG

WP7

II

Hellbrunn

Castle

heavy

unheated

Kaeferhaus

mould
problems

II

Karlstejn

Karlstejn Castle 49°56'22'' N 14°11'18'' O heavy
(Great Tower
with Holy Cross
Chapel, Marian's
Tower)
Church of St.
49°56'50'' N 15°51'24'' E heavy
Bartholomae

HVAC

WP7

II

St. Bartholomae

unheated

Koci

Königssee

heavy

touristic

unheated

measurement
necessary
touristic

II

BSV

WP2
WP7

II

Krumlov

passive
climatisation

touristic

Linderhof

The State Castle 48°48'45'' N 14°18'43'' O heavy
and Chateau
Cesky Krumlov UNESCO World
Heritage Site,
(Baroque
Theater,
Renaissance
House, Library,
Museum and
Barque Garden)
Linderhof Palace 47°34'13'' N 10°57'21'' O heavy

unheated

touristic

Linz

Castle

heavy

heated

Kaeferhaus

II

Linz

Landesmuseum

heavy

heated

Kaeferhaus

II

Lorsch

Torhall Lorsch
UNESCO Worl
Heritage Site

49°39'17'' N 8°34'08'' O heavy

unheated

touristic

existing data
available

Fraunhofer

Ludvikov

Church of the
Nativity of the
Blessed Virgin
Mary
Church of St.
Barbara

50°6'51'' N 17°20'53'' E heavy

unheated

yes

measuremt
necessary

CTU
Kybertec

49°59'31'' N 13°14'35'' E heavy

unheated

Manetin

Michaelagruft

Mitternhausen

heavy

St. Petrus and
Paulus chapel

48°14'46'' N 12°45'45'' O heavy

Fraunhofer

II

WP2
WP3
WP7

II

WP2
WP3

no

existing data
available

II

II

measurment
necessary

unhetaed
ventilation
unheated

WP4
WP7

II

KUG

WP7

II

Fraunhofer

WP2

II

Neuburg

Klosterstift

Neuschwanstein King's castle

heavy

48°23'14'' N 10°18'35'' O heavy

heavy

heated
once unheated
unheated

Kaeferhaus

touristic

Plasy

Monastery

Poseritz

Rural Church of 54°17'55'' N 13°16'33'' O heavy
St. Mary's in
Poseritz in the
Isle of Rügen
St. Nicholas
50°1'1'' N 13°24'6'' E heavy
Church

unheated

unheated

yes

Prag

St. Anne Church 50°5'6'' N

unheated

Renatuskapelle

Renatuskapelle 48°14'56'' N 11°33'39'' O heavy
Lustheim

Roggenburg

Minster

planned
summer 2011

Fraunhofer

climatisation

II

WP2
WP3

II

WP7

II

AWR

II

measurement
necessary

CTU
Kybertec

II

touristic

measurement
necessary

CTU
Kybertec

II

Temperierung

yes

autumn 2006

Fraunhofer

WP2
WP3
WP7

48°16'30'' N 10°13'44'' O heavy

unheated

yes

planned
autumn 2011

Fraunhofer

WP2

Roggersdorf

St. Margaretha in 47°52'56'' N 11°40'02'' O heavy
Roggersdorf

unheated

yes

spring 2001

Fraunhofer

WP2
WP3
WP7?

Salzburg

Kollegienkirche

unheated

Potvorov

14°24'57'' E heavy

heavy

Kaeferhaus

II

II

Schachen

King´s House on 47°25'11'' N 11°06'46'' O light
the Schachen
Mountain

unheated

touristic

Schönbrunn

Castle

heavy

unheated
heated

touristic

Stralsund

St. Mary

heavy

unheated

Stralsund

Library

heavy

unheated

Terezin

Jewish prayer
50°30'31'' N 14°9'7'' E
room
Terezin memorial

heavy

unheated?
yes
Dehumidification

Trautenfels

Castle

heavy

unheated

Trenon

Castle

heavy

HVAC

Wallachian

Wooden Church 49°28'2'' N 18°8'60'' E light
St. Anna in
Wallachian open
air museum
Fürstengruft
heavy
historic
ventilation
system
medieval
53°53'31'' N 11°28'00'' O
basement hall of
the guildhall
Art historic
heavy
museum
Freud museum
heavy

Weimar

Wismar
Wien
Wien

unheated

unheated

autumn 2006

measurment
necessary

Fraunhofer

WP2
WP3
WP4

II

Kaeferhaus

WP2
WP7

II

AWR

WP4

II

AWR

WP4?
WP7

II

data available CTU
Kybertec

II

Kaeferhaus

II
WP7

yes

measurement
necessary

CTU
Kybertec
AWR

II
II

WP7

AWR

II

heated

Kaeferhaus

II

heated

Kaeferhaus

II

Wien

heavy

heated

Kaeferhaus

Wismar

Museum of
music
instruments
St. George

heavy

heated

AWR

Wismar

St. Nicholas

heavy

nearly unheated

AWR

Zürich

Kloster
Einsiedeln

heavy

Temperierung

Kaeferhaus

II

II
WP7
Depot

II

Zone III
Short Name Name of
Latitude
Case Study
(CS)

Longitude

Blickling

Blickling Hall 52°48'39'' N

1°13'43'' O

III

HamHouse

Ham House

51°26'37'' N

0°18'59'' W

III

Knole

Knole

51°16'02'' N

0°11'40'' O

III

Lanhydrock Lanhydrock

50°26'27'' N

4°41'52'' W

III

Cragside

55°18'52'' N

1°53'07'' W

III

Cragside

construction heated/
light/heavy unheated

in use

starting
responsible use for WPs Climate Zone
measurement

Zone IV
Short Name Name of
Case Study
(CS)

Agordo
Firenze

Frari

Lentiai

Prinos
Rectors
Palace
Dubrovnik
Sounio
Venezia
Vravron
Split

Latitude

LEngitude

construction heated/
light/heavy unheated

Church Santa 46°16'57'' N
Maria
Nascente
Heaven Gate 43°46'2'' N
(by Lorenzo
Ghiberti) of
the Baptistry
of Florence
Basilica Santa 45°26'25'' N
Maria
Gloriosa dei
Frari
Church of
46°02'42'' N
Santa Maria
Assunta

12°02'09'' E

church

11°15'2'' E

Door Panel

12°20'32'' E

in use

starting
responsible use for WPs Climate Zone
measuremen
t/available
measuremen
t

Occasionally Yes
Heated
(weekly)
Laboratory
No
test

Winter 2009

church

Unheated

Yes

Since August CNR-ISAC
2009

12°01'17'' E

church

Occasionally Yes
Heated
(weekly)

Church of
35°22'59'' N
Panagia
Zoodohos Pigi
Rector's
42°38'27'' N
Palace in
Dubrovnik
SOUNIO
37°39'00'' N
TEMPLE OF
POSEIDON
City of Venice 45°26'31'' N

24°37'14'' E

church

Spot
CNR-ISAC
measurement
in Winter
2009
FORTH

18°06'39'' E

palace

UNIZAG

IV

24°01'29'' E

Archaeologica
l site

FORTH

IV

12°19'42'' E

City

VRAVRON
37°55'33'' N
SANCTUARY
OF ARTEMIS
Historical
43°30´ N
Complex with
Diocletian
Palace

23°59'37'' E

Archaeologica
l site

16°27´ E

palace

Yes

Yes

CNR-ISAC

7IV

Spot
CNR-ISAC
measurement
s

4IV

4; 2.4

IV

7IV

IV

Starting July CNR-ISAC
2011
FORTH

IV

14.05.2007UNIZAG

IV

IV

Zagreb
Beram
Drnis
Badanj-Drnis
Rocca

Cà Grande

Palace in
Venice

S. Maria
Maggiore
Chioggia
Brezice

Bohinj

Basilica of the 45°49' N
Sacred Heart
of Jesus
Church of St. 45° 15' N
Mary

16°02' E

church

Yes

immediately

UNIZAG

IV

13° 54' E

No

immediately

UNIZAG

IV

St. Antony's
Church

43° 51' N

16° 9' E

Yes

immediately

UNIZAG

IV

43° 51' N

16° 9' E

church (stone occasionally
walls, wooden heated
ceiling)
(rarely)
church in
stone
small church Unheated

No

immediately

UNIZAG

IV

S. Maria
46° 48' N
Maddalena
Rocca Pietore
(BL), Italy
Historical
45° 27' N
Palace: Cà
Granda
Milan, Italy
Historical
45° 26' N
Palace
Venice, Italy

12° 12' E

church

Occasionally Yes
Heated
(weekly)

from
CNR-ISAC
01/01/2003 to
03/06/2004

7; 2.4

IV

9° 11' E

palace

Unheated

Yes

Starting June CNR-ISAC
2011

4;2.4

IV

12° 20' E

palace

Unheated

Yes

from
CNR-ISAC
01/01/2008 to
09/01/2009

Basilica S.
Maria
Maggiore
Rome, Italy
Church in
Chioggia
(VE), Italy
Brezice
Castle

42° 13' N

12° 26' E

church

Unheated

Yes

from
CNR-ISAC
31/07/1996 to
07/08/1997

2.4

IV

45° 13′ 0″ N

12° 17′ 0″ E

church

Starting June CNR-ISAC
2011

4; 2.4

IV

45° 54' N

15° 35' E

Castle

Occasionally Yes
Heated
(weekly)
Both Heated Yes
and Unheated

Church of St. 46° 20' N
John the
Baptist

14° 10' E

Church

Unheated

immediately

Yes

immediately/ UL FGG/ GI
available
ZRMK
measurement
(measured in
1998)
UL FGG/ GI
ZRMK

2,4IV

2.4, 7

IV

2.4,

IV

Piran

Church of St. 45° 46' N
George

13° 31' E

Church

Unheated

Yes

immediately

UL FGG/ GI
ZRMK

2.4

IV

Hrastovlje

Hrastovlje
Church

13° 57' E

Church

Unheated

Yes

immediately/ UL FGG/ GI
available
ZRMK
measurement
(measured in
1998)

2.4,

IV

Monastero Monasterio de 40° 53′ 19.18″ 3° 53′ W
de El Paular Santa Maria N,
de El Paular
Gouverniotis Church of
35° 20' N
25° 8' E
sa
Gouverniotiss
a
Kastelli
Church of
35° 12' N
25° 20' E
Kastelli
Kritsa, St
Church of
35,192° N
25°43' E
Nikolaos
Kritsa, St
Nikolaos
GourniChurch of
35° 11' N
25° 44' E
Ierapetra
GourniIerapetra
Valsamonero Monastery of 35° 9' N
24°51' E
Valsamonero
Padova
Historical
45° 24'N
11° 52'E
building

Palace
(Stone)

Unheated

Yes

Church

Unheated

Church

46° 21' N

ACCIONA

IV

immediately

FORTH

IV

Unheated

immediately

FORTH

IV

Church

Unheated

immediately

FORTH

IV

Church

Unheated

immediately

FORTH

IV

Monastery

Unheated

immediately

FORTH

IV

palace

Unheated

immediately

CNR-ISAC

yes

2.4

IV

Measurement setup Castle of Amerongen
Table 1: Overview of sensors in the Castle of Amerongen, starting from February 8, 2008
Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
-

ID
970
970
970
971
971
971
1228
1228
1229
1229
1230
1230
1231
1231
1232
1232
1234
1234
1235
1235
1236
1236
1239
1239
1233
1233
1558
1558
1558
1558
1559
1559
1559
1559
743
743
1450
1622
1646

Tx
4179
4179
4179
4180
4180
4180
4190
4190
4191
4191
4192
4192
4193
4193
4194
4194
4196
4196
4197
4197
4198
4198
4201
4201
4195
4195
6897
6897
6897
6897
6898
6898
6898
6898
2996
2996
7073
-

A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
-

Quantity
T_air
RH_air
T_surface
T_air
RH_air
T_surface
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_air
RH_air
T_surface1
T_surface2
T_air
RH_air
T_surface1
T_surface2
T_air
RH_air
T_outdoor
RH_outdoor
Solar radiation
Logger
Modem

Unit
ºC
%
ºC
ºC
%
ºC
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
%
ºC
ºC
ºC
%
ºC
ºC
ºC
%
ºC
%
W/m²

Position description
Entrance
“
Under vault
Gallery
“
Top vault attic
Dining room
“
Library
“
Grand Salon
“
Gobelin Room
“
Hall
“
Bentinck Room (until 2010-05-06)
Kitchen (from 2010-05-06)
Lodewijk Room
“
Angel Room (until 2010-05-06)
Attic depot (from 2010-05-06)
Kings Room
“
Attic
“
Supply core heating
Return core heating
Wall Souterrain
“
Wall extra floor
Floor extra floor
Wall Beletage
“
Outdoor east side Souterrain
“
Top of the roof
Linnen Room
“

Figure 1: Floor plan of the Souterrain of the Castle of Amerongen

Figure 2: Floor plan of the Beletage of the Castle of Amerongen

Figure 3: Floor plan of the extra floor of the Castle of Amerongen

Figure 4: Floor plan of the 1st floor of the Castle of Amerongen

Figure 5: Floor plan of the 2nd floor of the Castle of Amerongen

Figure 6: Floor plan of the attic of the Castle of Amerongen

Figure 7: Top view of the Castle of Amerongen
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SUMMARY:
Man made climate change on earth is a fact widely agreed on. The changing exterior conditions are
not only affecting the buildings exterior surface, but also the resulting climate on the inside of the
building. Especially in case of sensitive interior, like in cultural heritage buildings, this may lead to
new challenges in the future. This paper presents an exemplary approach to assess the influence of
changing exterior climate on the inner climate and thus on the interior of the building. A weather data
set containing modelled values from 1960-2100 is compared to measured climate data within the same
region. A methodology using descriptive statistics for the comparison of the modelled and the
measured climate data is developed. After calibrating the modelled climate data the whole modelled
weather dataset is processed as input for hygrothermal building simulation. A simple stone church in
the region of interest is modelled. The hygrothermal building model is calibrated with past measured
interior climate data. The successfully calibrated building model is then combined with the long-time
climate file to predict interior climate conditions under the influence of climate change. Hygrothermal
building simulation allows not only to assess the changes in building energy use but also in comfort
conditions (which is, besides for people, “comfortable” for the valuable interior).
1.

Introduction

Man made climate change on earth is a fact widely agreed on. Changing exterior conditions do affect
the durability of buildings and the building energy use. But furthermore the interior climate conditions,
strongly dependent on the exterior conditions, are likely to change. Especially in case of sensitive
interior, like in cultural heritage buildings, this may lead to new challenges in the future. This paper
summarizes the necessary steps for a well-founded assessment of climate change impact on
hygrothermal conditions inside the building. The calibration of the modelled exterior climate with long
term measured meteorological data is a first step. As example building an unconditioned stone church
was selected. This church is located close to a weather station, which allowed the calibration of the
modelled climate date. In a second step the building model itself is calibrated. Measurements of the
temperature and relative humidity inside the chapel are compared to simulation results by
hygrothermal whole building simulation. The calibrated building model allows applying long term
climate data as boundary conditions. These results allow an assessment of critical changes in e.g.
temperature or humidity levels or short time fluctuations. In the following, the modelled chapel and
actual occurring problems are described. The paper will show how the interior conditions may change
over time.
1.1 The chapel of ease St. Margaretha in Roggersdorf
After a complete renovation of the chapel of ease St. Margaretha (see Figure 1) in September 2004,
the churchwarden noticed moisture damages on the walls. A subsequent climate measurement showed
that those were a matter of condensation damage that occurs mainly in the transitional period during
spring-time. At that time the building is still cold because of the winter. If warm, humid air enters the
building due to natural air flow or uncontrolled ventilation inside, it condenses on the cold wall
surfaces. But even in the summer and fall warm humid weather conditions can cause problems due to
condensation. From December 2004 to August 2006 the temperature and relative humidity were

measured inside and outside the church. Outer climate data are available from the Fraunhofer IBP
outdoor testing facility at Holzkirchen, only 5 km away from Roggersdorf. During the measured
period the climate inside the church shows a high average humidity with values over 75% relative
humidity for more than half of the time of the year. During winter time the church also freezes with
temperatures below 0°C for more than six weeks in a row [Kilian 2007]. Subsequently, the church
starts with very low wall temperatures into spring time and the warm season. Another problem was the
uncontrolled opening of windows and doors during that time, trying to reduce the moisture by
ventilating at the supposed right times. In summer 2005 “ventilation traffic lights”, showing the times
when the water content of the outdoor air was lower than indoors, were used to give advice to the
guardian of the church. This increased the daily fluctuations of relative humidity significantly, in
spring and summer 2005 the fluctuations were above 15% relative humidity on more than 30 days.
Daily changes above 15% relative humidity are thought to be critical to works of art [Holmberg 2001],
as the risk of structural damages due to swelling and shrinking of materials increases with the range of
relative humidity change per day.
2.
2.1

Methods
Exterior climate modelling and data

For the simulation a modelled climate dataset was used. This was modelled with the Regional Model REMO. The REMO-UBA simulations were commissioned by the German Federal Environmental
Agency (UBA) and have been performed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology using the
regional climate model REMO [Jacob 2005]. The REMO runs on 10 km horizontal resolution (0.088
deg.) for the time period of 1950 to 2100 for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The simulations have
been driven by results from the coupled ocean atmosphere model ECHAM5-MPIOM. Data for the
geographical location of Holzkirchen was exported from 1960 to 2100. The climate change scenario
used was the A1B IPCC scenario, which is a balanced sources assumption. This paper uses two
datasets for modelled climate; 1995 to 2010 and 1985 to 2100, every data-set with a resolution of one
hour time steps. The first is used to compare modelled with measured climate conditions, the second to
compare past with future climate conditions. The measured climate data was recorded at the
meteorological station at the Fraunhofer-Institute for Building Physics in Holzkirchen. Here also the
dataset from 1995 to 2010 with one hour time steps is used for the comparisons. All exterior climate
data sets were combined in a way to provide climate data useable by hygrothermal building simulation
tools.
2.2

Interior climate modelling

For the simulation of the hygrothermal building behaviour the software tool WUFI Plus was used
[Holm et al. 2003]. In the following the general conditions, the assumed building geometry and
materials as well as the heating, ventilation and air conditioning are described. The time of calculation
for the calibration of the model lasted from January, 1st to December, 31st of the year 2005. The
simulation was carried out in time steps of one hour. The location of the church is in Roggersdorf near
Holzkirchen. Therefore meteorological data of Holzkirchen of the year 2005 was used for the
calibration simulation. A weather file was created which consisted of one hour values of exterior
temperature, relative humidity, global and diffuse radiation, rain, wind and barometric pressure. Inner
loads were not taken into account for the base case, assuming that there is no church service.

Figure 1: Picture and screenshot of the computer model of the exemplary church.
A detailed model of the chapel’s geometry was created in WUFI Plus (Fig. 2). For the simulation the
main body was divided into three zones. In the nave, the finally assessed zone, an infiltration air
change with outside air of 0.5 1/h was assumed. The tower as well as the entrance area were treated as
attached unheated zones with assumed exterior temperature and relative humidity in the zones. The
outer walls of the chapel are built from sandstone. At the inner surfaces there is a layer of lime plaster.
The base plate exists of a layer with loose material which is mainly covered by natural stone plates.
Under the benches at the north and south side of the church there are panels out of hard wood instead.
The ceiling to the attic, the third zone, consists of softwood, an air layer, mineral wool and again
softwood. The chapel’s roof and its covering are mainly built with softwood and shingles on the
outside. The windows have a single glazing with an overall thermal transmission value of 3.7 W/m²K.
2.3

Statistical Methods

To show the applicability of the modelled exterior climate data a comparison with real measured data
is required. There are several statistical approaches and methods in the literature for comparing
simulated climate data with measured ones. The challenge is the large amount of the data which
mostly consists of hourly weather data for different parameters for the whole prediction period. Togrul
and Togrul [Togrul 2002] as well as Bashahu [Bashahu 2003] compared simulated with measured
climate data using simple descriptive methods to check the climate prediction models. Root mean
square error (RMSE) and mean bias error (MBE) show the linear correlation between the records, in
each case, a low value is expected. These approaches are unreliable on their own. In order to obtain
reliable results on the quality of the model, the authors recommend an additional test by a t-test. Nik
[Nik 2010] describes both, parametric and nonparametric methods, for the assessment of simulated
climate data. As a non-parametric method he uses box plots. This allows a first overview of the
extensive datasets. For more detailed studies, he refers to the "Ferro-hypotheses". Ferro's [Ferro 2005]
goal in the comparison of climate datasets is to represent the differences in the probability
distributions. For all expected influences on the climate data hypotheses are established. Their
influence on the simulated climate data is then represented by quantile-quantile plots. In this project,
the focus concentrates initially on the use of boxplots to get a first overview of the data. A liftchart
shows more clearly the compliance of modelled with measured climate data. The application of the
“Ferro-hypotheses” is the last method to run.
With a boxplot, the distribution of data is displayed graphically. The box is limited by upper and lower
quartiles which represent the 25% and the 75% borders. Thus, the box contains the middle 50% of the
data and shows the interquartile range. The line in the box shows the median of the data. The whiskers
indicate the values outside of the interquartile range. The length of the whiskers is limited at 1.5 times
the interquartile range. Data that exceed this limit are shown as outliers. The boxplots used in this
paper contain all hourly values for the described periods. The liftplot is also a graphical method for the
comparison of measured and predicted data sets. Prediction and measurement values are arranged in
ascending order of the simulated values. These so-ordered values are then divided into equal-sized
classes. The number of classes should be chosen in a way that an adequate number of classes, each
with an appropriate count of values, is generated. On each of the classes the mean of the

corresponding measured values is formed. These mean values are then plotted in the liftchart. A
strictly monotone slope of measured data is desired as it shows the quality of the simulation model. In
addition, the means of the divided simulated values can be plotted in the liftchart. They should
approximately match the measured means. Ferro et al. want to investigate the differences in the
probability distribution of two data sets. They use quantiles to detect the reason for discrepancies. The
differences can be in location or in the scale. Of course a combination of both is possible. This results
in four hypotheses which represent: H1 = no difference in scale and location; H2 = differences only in
scale; H3 = differences only in location; H4 = differences in scale and location. The equalities are
according to Ferro et al the quantiles for the distribution obtained by adjusting one distribution to
have, respectively, the same scale, location, and location and scale as the other distribution. The data
sets are compared in quantile-quantile-plots. The values are arranged ascending and plotted in pairs of
values. By comparing the quantile-quantile plots of data sets, respectively adjusted, the cause for
differences can be investigated.
3.

Results

The methods described in chapter 2 are applied to the datasets. Most of the statistical methods can be
applied to all, exterior climate assessment, model calibration and interior climate assessment. The use
of the methods will be exemplarily shown.
3.1

Exterior Climate Assessment

In a first step it is to determine, if the modelled climate data set represents the climate conditions on
the given location. Local circumstances, e.g. nearby mountains, or other uncertainties in the climate
modelling that influence the micro climate may cause that the modelled climate can not be applied for
a detailed assessment of a particular building.

Figure 2: Boxplots of exterior temperature conditions
Three different exterior climate data sets are compared. Measured and modelled climate from 1995 to
2010 as well as modelled climate from 2085 to 2100. An “exact” comparison of the values does of
course not make sense, as the modelled climate conditions are not a real weather prediction but much
more a statistical climate prediction. Figure 2 shows a comparison of boxplots for all hourly values of
the exterior temperature for each year of the chosen period. A direct comparison of measured and
modelled temperatures between 1995 and 2010 shows annual differences in location and scale. The
boxplots for the whole period on the right-hand side show that the differences in the distribution are
not too big, with a mean temperature measured of 7.7 °C (IQR = 12.8 °C) and a mean temperature
modelled of 8.7 °C (IQR = 11.3 °C).

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the Ferro hypothesis for exterior temperature measured/
modelled (left) and modelled past/modelled future (right)
Comparing past measured or modelled data with future exterior temperatures changes the picture. The
level of the temperature is higher in all years, whereas the annual bandwidth seems not to change
(mean = 13.4 °C, IQR = 12.0 °C). These assumptions can be graphically displayed and checked by
plotting the monthly mean values and compare them to the graphs according to the Ferro hypothesis.
Due to the mentioned adjustment both distributions are equal and thus the H1 hypothesis forms a line
through the origin. The other lines present the other hypotheses which differ in slope (H2) intercept
(H3) or both (H4).

Figure 4: Lift plot for exterior temperature and relative humidity
Figure 3 left shows the modelled monthly mean temperature over the measured monthly mean data.
All hypotheses are close to each other and the H2 hypothesis is quite exactly the H1 hypotheses. The
quantiles are represented in lower temperatures by the H3/H4 hypothesis which means a difference in
location and location and scale. In higher temperatures they are described by the H1/H2 hypothesis
and thus by a change in scale. Figure 3 right shows the modelled past over the modelled future
temperature and so shows a change in climate. Slope and intercept of the quantiles are best described
by the H4 hypothesis and thus by a change in location and scale. The simulation values in the lift plot
in Figure 4 show an increase for both, temperature and relative humidity, as these were the sorting
values. The measured temperature values follow the simulation values in a similar slope and thus the
inclination shows the quality of the model to predict the measured values. In the case of the relative
humidity the measured values show no slope, and hence no spreading. The modeled data are not

derived well by the model. Overall the methods show that simulated temperatures are well predicted
by the model. The liftplot shows slight deviation and the hypothesis plot allows a broad assessment of
the cause. Both methods are therefore well applicable to the given task. According to the lift chart the
relative humidity isn’t predicted well. Further investigations in both parameters could provide more
precise results and thus a funded conclusion about differences and causes.
3.2

Interior Climate Assessment

An analysis of the interior conditions requires besides applicable exterior boundary conditions a
building simulation model which allows “converting” the exterior into interior conditions. This
building model needs to take into account all relevant boundary conditions and needs to solve the
interior balances for energy and mass, but also the coupled heat and moisture transfer equations for the
building envelope. Especially in the case of interior sensitive to humidity the moisture transfer is
crucial. Before modelled exterior boundary conditions can be applied, the building model needs to be
calibrated. Simulation results with applied measured boundary conditions are for that purpose
compared to measurement results of the interior temperature and relative humidity.

Figure 5: Calibration results for the year 2005 for interior temperature and relative humidity
In Figure 5 the first calibration results are shown. These can be further optimized, especially by taking
more exact air change rates into account. Still, the agreement between measurement and simulation is
ok. For a more detailed analysis of the agreement and the acceptability of the calibration simulation
the same statistical methods as above described could be applied.
The calibrated building simulation model allows assessing the changes in interior climate by changed
exterior boundary conditions. A combination of the results of applying 15 years of past measured and
past modelled data as well as future modelled data is shown in Figure 5. Again the scale and location

of the interior temperatures with measured and modelled exterior boundary conditions for the last 15
years seem similar. The future level of interior temperature is significantly higher, whereas the scale
seems to prevail. Furthermore times with interior temperatures below 0 °C seem to diminish. All these
further evaluations would go beyond the scope of this paper but are – in a real assessment case –
necessary.

Figure 5: Boxplots of interior temperature conditions
4.

Discussion and Conclusions

4.1

Usability of modelled exterior climate

It is shown, that the modelled exterior climate conditions represent the conditions on the location of
the example building quite well. Some more analysis is necessary to determine the disagreement
between measured and modelled humidity conditions, as these are main influencing parameters in the
assessment of possible damages of cultural heritage items. The available statistical methods allow an
evaluation, if modelled climate conditions are applicable. It is to assess, if the methods can be applied
to all kinds of relevant parameters, or if the different distributions of these parameters require new
methods.
4.2

Assessment methods for long term hygrothermal whole building simulations

The assessment of the changes in mean values and interquartile ranges of the results of hygrothermal
whole building modelling gives a first overview if changing interior conditions are to be expected.
This method can not only be applied on the resulting temperatures and relative humidity’s but also on
other critical values like daily fluctuations or count of freeze-thaw cycles. Further methods need to be
applied to these long term simulation results to develop a methodology that best suits the assessment
of climate change impact on buildings containing cultural heritage and to develop mitigation
strategies.
4.3

General Conclusions

Long term hygrothermal whole building simulations to assess the climate change impact provide very
detailed information. The resulting dataset is huge and requires new methods for the analysis.
Different methods suggested in literature for similar problems are applied. They seem to be applicable
to all necessary steps in a holistic assessment:
-

assessment of the exterior climate on its applicability

-

simulation model calibration

-

long term past measured and modelled conditions assessment

-

long term future conditions assessment

A more thorough methods analysis is required to define a comprehensive methodology for the above
mentioned steps
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